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Preface
About This Document
The President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) has been assigned to
submit a report to the President of the United States on ways to improve the transfer to the
commercial sector of technologies developed with federal research and development (R&D)
funding. In preparation for the PCAST report, RAND was asked to host a one-day forum on
technology transfer. The forum was held on December 12, 2002, in RAND’s Washington, D.C.,
office. The purpose of the forum was to elicit comments and discussion on technology transfer
issues, in particular to gain a variety of perspectives on best practices. Representatives from all
relevant organizations engaged in technology transfer were invited to share their ideas at the
public forum or through written comments. Preregistration for the forum was conducted on-line;
the registration form was directly linked to a brief questionnaire on technology transfer designed
to elicit comments and to document experiences.
This document summarizes the proceedings of the forum. It presents an overview talk delivered
by RAND and sums up the main themes that emerged from the forum discussion. It also
incorporates, as appendices, background material developed by RAND and provided to forum
participants.

About the S&T Policy Institute
Originally created by the U.S. Congress in 1991 as the Critical Technologies Institute and
renamed in 1998, the Science and Technology Policy Institute is a federally funded research and
development center sponsored by the National Science Foundation and managed by RAND. The
Institute's mission is to help improve public policy by conducting objective, independent
research and analysis on policy issues that involve science and technology. To this end, the
Institute
•

Supports the Office of Science and Technology Policy and other Executive Branch
agencies, offices, and councils

•

Helps science and technology decisionmakers understand the likely consequences of their
decisions and choose among alternative policies
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•

Helps improve understanding in both the public and private sectors of the ways in which
science and technology can better serve national objectives.

In carrying out its mission, the Institute consults broadly with representatives from private
industry, institutions of higher education, and other nonprofit institutions. Inquiries regarding
the Science and Technology Policy Institute may be directed to the following:
Helga Rippen
Director
Science and Technology Policy Institute
RAND
1200 South Hayes Street
Arlington, Virginia 22202-5050
rippen@rand.org
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Executive Summary
The United States has long been a leader in creating and developing new technologies that
advance understanding of the world around us, solve complex problems, keep the nation’s
industries competitive, and improve society’s quality of life. By funding research, the federal
government has played a major role in helping to create these new technologies. At the same
time, the government has encouraged individuals and organizations to embrace and use
knowledge that flows from federally funded research results to develop new products. This
process is the essence of technology transfer. By understanding technology transfer, the
government can increase the benefits it accrues from its investment in new technologies.
The President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) was asked to examine
the nature of technology transfer resulting from federally funded research and development
(R&D). Generally speaking, technology transfer involves generating innovative ideas through
the sharing of relevant knowledge and through the sharing of facilities among federal
laboratories, universities, industry, and government, and commercializing those ideas in the form
of goods and services. Often, the process of technology transfer uses technology, expertise, and
facilities not only to solve a specific problem but also to facilitate its application to purposes not
originally intended by the developing organization. In either case, these efforts can result in
commercialization of a new product or process, or product and process improvements.
As part of its deliberations, PCAST asked RAND to host a one-day forum on the transfer of
technologies developed with federal R&D funding. The forum, and in particular its open
afternoon session for public comments, solicited input from participants on issues and best
practices related to successful technology transfer. To attract a diverse set of participants with a
wide range of viewpoints, announcements for the forum were posted in the Federal Register and
distributed through e-mail to major groups involved in technology transfer, including
universities, federal laboratories, government, industry, and the venture capital community.
Additionally, for interested individuals and organizations who could not attend the forum,
RAND developed an on-line questionnaire to collect information on their experiences with
technology transfer and to solicit their thoughts on identification of best practices and the barriers
to implementing those best practices.
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Background
To help stimulate and structure discussion at the forum, RAND first presented an overview of
technology transfer.
Overview of Technology Transfer
The overriding goal of any technology transfer is its successful adoption by a large majority of
consumers who can use the technology. However, because every organization has its own goals
and culture, there is no single technology transfer process that fits all organizations and
occasions. Rather, there are several key steps or activities included in most technology transfer
processes, and an individual process is tailored to fit organizational needs.
Figure S.1 presents a schematic overview of the main activities involved in the process of
technology transfer.
Federal Investment
Research & Development
Intellectual Property
Prototype
Product

•

Federally Funded R&D

•

Federal Laws Governing Tech Transfer

•

Measures of Technology Transfer

•

Process of Commercialization

•

Perspectives on Technology Transfer

Commercialization

Figure S. 1—Schematic Overview of Technology Transfer Activities

This schematic view presents technology transfer in terms of its ultimate goal:
commercialization, which involves taking intellectual property that derives from federally
funded R&D at universities or federal laboratories, developing products, and then
commercializing them. This chain of activities and the expectation that technology transfer will
lead to commercialization is aimed at improving the nation's economic well-being and quality of
life.
This framework is, of course, oversimplified. Innovation and insights on how to use old things in
new ways, or how to use new ideas to solve old problems, may not be predictable or linear.
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There may be evolutionary advances to existing technologies, or revolutionary technologies that
displace or disrupt other technologies or existing ways of doing things. 1,2 There is also
considerable iteration among the various activities. The process also typically involves a variety
of players, from transferors who create the technology and prove the concept, to those who
embed the technology in a useful product, service, tool, or practice, and finally to transferees
who embrace it, further develop it, commercialize it, and ultimately use it.

Federal R&D Funding and Performers
To understand the earliest stages of technology transfer, it is useful to first understand the nature
of federal investment in R&D. Annually, the U.S. government invests roughly $80 billion in
federally funded research and development. Funding is dominated by the Department of
Defense (DoD) and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), which includes the
National Institutes of Health (NIH). Together with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), the Department of Energy (DOE), and the National Science Foundation
(NSF), these top five agencies fund 95 percent of the annual federal investment in R&D.
Federally funded R&D is performed by many types of institutions. The federal laboratories
together perform about 30 percent of the funded R&D, followed by universities which account
for about 25 percent. Large and small businesses perform about 40 percent of federally funded
research and development.
Figure S.2 displays a breakdown of the federal investment by funding agency and by the entities
performing the research and development. The nonU.S. government operated federal laboratories
(nonintramural laboratories) are represented by the top bar in the figure, which shows the DOE
was the most significant R&D funding agency in that area. The second bar displays the
government-owned government-operated (GOGO) federal labs (intramural labs). There, roughly
half the funding comes from the DoD. Funding at large businesses and small businesses also
largely comes from the DoD. Funding at universities and colleges is predominantly from the
HHS. Note that the only sizable portion of research funded by the NSF is performed at
universities.
______________
1 See Schumpter (1942) for a discussion of his concept of “creative destruction.”
2 Christensen (1997).
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Figure S.2—Federal R&D by Funding Agency and by Performer (FY2002 $B)

Federal Laws Governing Technology Transfer
Concerns about U.S. global competitiveness and a rising Japan in 1980 motivated Congress to
pass legislation intended to increase the movement of university knowledge and ideas into
commercial innovations and products. Prior to 1980, universities and other research institutions
had little incentive to commercialize their research, given that the patent rights belonged to the
federal funding agency. The federal policies that increase technology transfer to the private
sector are set forth in a collection of legislation and Executive Orders (EOs). These laws and
EOs are primarily concerned with intellectual property rights but also govern other aspects of the
larger process of transferring technology created with federal funds. This collection of laws
includes three pieces of legislation cumulatively known as the Bayh-Dole Act: the University
and Small Business Patent Procedures Act, the Trademark Clarification Act, and Executive
Order 12591. Another important piece of legislation, the Stevenson-Wydler Act, gives federal
agencies responsibility for transferring intramural federal R&D results to the private sector. Two
important R&D agencies, NASA and the DOE, are covered by separate acts, but federal policy
guidance has in effect brought them in line with Stevenson-Wydler.

Measures of Success
Because technology transfer involves so many different individuals and organizations and their
diverse needs, it is difficult to define universally appropriate measures of transfer activity or
effectiveness. Indeed, it is unlikely that all federal laboratories, universities, and corporations
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perform equally well with respect to any given measure of success. However, there has been
meaningful work on defining metrics for and success in technology transfer. The Interagency
Committee of Federal Technology Transfer, chaired by the Department of Commerce (DOC),
has identified key mechanisms for successful transfer. These include licensing, Cooperative
Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs), technical assistance and consulting,
reimbursable work for nonfederal partners, the use of facilities, exchange programs and collegial
interchange, publications, and conferences.
Beyond anecdotal information, practitioners and scholars of technology transfer have developed
and used diverse metrics that are usefully described in seven categories: (1) science, technology,
engineering, and medical school graduates taking jobs in the technology sector; (2) patents; (3)
manufacturing innovations; (4) innovation networks; (5) Web hits to a science database; (6)
transfer mechanisms; and (7) knowledge spillovers.
No particular metric is appropriate for all applications, nor is any particular analytical tool
correct for answering every question. Yet, the principal findings from academic research of
technology transfer, even from a field barely 20 years old, are already varied and useful. They
point in some instances to patterns worthy of close attention from practitioners of technology
transfer and from policymakers.

Key Perspectives from the Technology Transfer Forum
In order to identify important issues and best practices, a Technology Transfer Forum was held at
RAND’s Washington, D.C., office on December 12, 2002, to raise as many issues and
perspectives as possible on the topic of technology transfer. This forum included a roundtable
discussion featuring the participation of technology transfer experts representing research
universities, federal laboratories, the U.S. government, and various industries. A significant
portion of the agenda was devoted to an open forum session at which attendees could make
public comments. An open discussion period also provided an opportunity for additional
comments. Many individuals who were unable to attend the forum could submit comments from
an on-line questionnaire-and-comments form.
Several themes emerged from discussions at the forum and subsequent questionnaire
submissions. The discussion that follows represents RAND's summary of the main issues and
perceptions that emerged at the forum. Note that these are perceptions only and not necessarily
fact, although the opinions expressed here may help to suggest where further research may be
most valuable.
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Technology Transfer: Adjusting to the Policy Environment
•

Participants generally agreed that improving technology transfer involves a steep learning
curve. It has taken decades for organizations to learn how to operate successful transfer
programs.

•

In part because of the length of this learning curve, many forum panelists and attendees
expressed the belief that technology transfer legislation should not be altered.

•

There is a broad perception that the U.S. R&D landscape has changed in the past two
decades. For instance, the relative share of R&D funded by government is believed to
have shifted, altering the balance of basic versus applied research, and a short-term focus
versus a long-term focus.

General Views of Technology Transfer
•

Panelists and attendees noted that technology transfer should be viewed broadly. A
framework including federal investment, legislation, and commercialization seemed
useful.

•

Many forum attendees discussed technology transfer within a global context. U.S.
competitiveness and an increasingly global economy spurred these comments. Industry
partnerships with foreign research institutions was also a recurring point of discussion.

•

Successful commercialization requires significantly more than a good idea or new
technology. Developing a successful product requires, among other things, effective
management, strategy, timing, and marketing. Coordinating among many organizations,
some with widely varying missions, is a significant challenge.

Implementation of Technology Transfer
•

Many attendees urged that recommendations to improve technology transfer, particularly
of implementation issues, be tailored to specific circumstances. The processes that work
for one industry or institution may not be applicable to another.

•

Employees at the federal laboratories feel less incentive than their counterparts in
universities or in industry to contribute to technology transfer. Lack of consulting time,
royalties, and equity in startups were among the issues raised.

•

The implementation of technology transfer is not uniform: Technology licensing offices
operate in diverse ways and do not apply Bayh-Dole uniformly.

•

The increase in interdisciplinary and jointly sponsored research sometimes creates
confusion when ownership of intellectual property is not clear.

•

Resources early in the technology transfer process are sought by all parties. Lack of
these early resources hinders technology and market development, and hinders patent and
licensing processes.
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Steps for the Future
•

Many attendees recommended the development of training tools and education courses
on technology transfer, including explanations of the use of various technology transfer
mechanisms.

•

Homeland security issues were raised by some forum participants, in the context of
planning for increased research and development and moving technologies into public
use.

•

Some attendees suggested examining how technology transfer is accomplished in other
countries. In the U.K., for example, many companies are invited to bring their R&D
efforts into university settings where they can be nurtured by universities.

•

Many attendees agreed that technology transfer, and the many issues that were raised,
require further research to develop and improve metrics, especially those that measure
benefits to the end user.

Directions for Future Research
Based on the themes that emerged from the forum, RAND identified a range of areas in which
increased knowledge might help improve federal technology transfer. In assessing the
government’s return on its technology investments, much of the current discussion has focused
on existing legislation and how it affects the success of technology transfer. However, no set of
best practices has been proposed or adopted. Interesting observations and anecdotes give some
clues as to what works well and give some basis for deliberations, but they do not constitute a
body of systematic knowledge from which best practices can be derived. A clearer conceptual
framework, supported by carefully conceived and collected data, is needed to support a more
rigorous study of which transfer practices have been effective and in which contexts. Four issues
in particular stand out for future research:
•

First, given the various ways in which technology can be transferred and the numerous
organizations involved in those transfers, what measures or combinations of measures are
best for evaluating, advancing, and monitoring progress of technology transfer? For
those metrics or combinations of metrics, what goals would be reasonable?

•

Second, using the metrics developed as described above, how do the various federal
agencies compare in their ability to transfer technology, and which practices can and
should be emulated by others?

•

Third, foreign universities and laboratories have active programs to license intellectual
property and transfer technology. What might we learn from an examination of foreign
technology transfer practices, and which ones might be profitably adopted by the United
States?

•

Fourth, what can we learn from the private-sector experience with technology transfer
and what might be applicable for federal-to-private technology transfer?
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1. Introduction
The President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) will soon present a
report to President Bush on ways to improve the transfer of technologies that are developed with
federal research and development (R&D) funding to the commercial sector. The federal
government makes a substantial annual investment in R&D—$80 billion in fiscal year (FY)
2002 alone.3 This federal investment has explicit goals and is intended to produce both direct
and indirect results in the form of deliverables specified in individual contracts and grants. But
implicit in the federal investment is an additional rationale: transferring the results of some
portion of this R&D to nonfederal organizations, and in particular private ones, that can generate
innovations or spin-offs suitable for commercialization and trade. Ultimately, this federal
investment is aimed at improving the U.S. economy, national security, and quality of life.

The PCAST Technology Transfer Forum
As part of the preparation for the PCAST report, and to shed some light on the topic of
technology transfer, RAND was asked to host a one-day forum on the transfer of technologies
that are developed with federal R&D funding. The forum, and in particular its open afternoon
session for public comments, solicited input from participants on issues and best practices related
to successful technology transfer.
RAND hosted the Technology Transfer Forum on December 12, 2002, at its Washington, D.C.,
office.4 To attract a diverse set of participants with a wide range of viewpoints, announcements
for the forum were posted in the Federal Register and distributed through e-mail to major groups
involved in technology transfer, including universities, federal laboratories, government,
industry, and the venture capital community. Preregistration for the forum was conducted online; the registration form was directly linked to a brief questionnaire on technology transfer
designed to elicit comments and to document experiences. Additionally, for interested
individuals and organizations who could not attend the forum, RAND developed an on-line
______________
3 This figure represents obligations. The Bush Administration's FY 2003 budget requested approximately $110 billion for
R&D. The R&D dollars are for the "conduct of R&D" and not total R&D. Total R&D includes the conduct of R&D as well as
money spent on "R&D equipment" and "R&D facilities." Because the latter two categories are not relevant to technology
transfer, the dollars associated with those categories were not included in this report.
4 The forum’s agenda is in Appendix A.
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questionnaire to collect information on their experiences with technology transfer and to solicit
their thoughts on best practices and the barriers to implementing those best practices.

Background
The United States has long been a leader in creating and developing new technologies that
advance understanding of the world around us, solve complex problems, keep the nation’s
industries competitive, and improve society’s quality of life. By funding research, the federal
government has played a major role in helping to create these new technologies. At the same
time, the government has encouraged individuals and organizations to embrace and use
knowledge that flows from federally funded research results to develop new products. How do
new or improved technologies progress from creation (of an idea or piece of knowledge) to proof
of concept (through a prototype, for example) to adoption (as a commercial product or practice)
to diffusion of the technologies? This process is the essence of technology transfer. By
understanding technology transfer, the government can increase the benefits it accrues from its
investment in new technologies.
Many individuals and institutions are involved in technology transfer, and it is important to
understand their role in a successful transfer of technology. Federally funded R&D is sponsored
by many government agencies, and it is conducted by a wide range of performers, including
universities, federal laboratories, and both large and small industries. Increasingly,
interdisciplinary and inter-institutional research blurs the boundaries among traditionally
separated fields. So, too, do joint appointments for faculty or federal employees, partnerships
with state and local agencies, venture capital and investment community development of new
businesses, cooperative agreements with industry, and even international consortia to build the
world’s most ambitious research facilities.
Across these various groups, the incentives for rewarding technology transfer vary, and
procedures for protecting, licensing, and commercializing intellectual property are not always
clear. Indeed, the participants’ competing goals have raised perceptions of conflicts of interest,
counterproductive behaviors, and even the possibility that foreign corporations derive
disproportionate benefit from U.S.-funded research.5 These factors, along with the different
contexts in which technology transfer is done, make it challenging to set goals, define success,
and measure the degree to which technology transfer meets its goals. Even when it can be
assumed that technology transfer is operating well according to some measure, we must ask how
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to improve the return on federal investment. Study of past practice suggests candidates for
implementing this improvement, ranging from offering various financial incentives to matching
researchers with those individuals and organizations best suited to commercialize their ideas.
Facilitating technology transfer, understanding its role, and evaluating its impact all require
measurement. Thus, the difficult tasks of specifying appropriate metrics and collecting data on
the metrics are important and necessary. Difficulties arise to some degree in the contextdependence of the transfer process. The many ways that technology transfer occurs; the different
persons and institutions involved in the transfer; the complex scientific, technological, and
organizational processes that produce it; and its varied manifestations in processes and products
are all contextual characteristics suggesting that a single, all-purpose metric of success is
impossible. Moreover, a single metric may be undesirable or impractical since the benefits can
accrue to diffuse populations and along diverse pathways, in some cases the benefits do not
emerge until well after the technology is deployed.

Organization of This Document
Chapter 2 summarizes an overview of technology transfer presented by RAND to the forum
participants. The purpose of the presentation was to describe the status of federally funded R&D
technology transfer and to highlight important issues for discussion. Chapter 3 presents the major
themes that emerged from the discussions of the forum participants.
Appendix A presents the forum’s agenda. Appendix B summarizes legislation that governs
technology transfer. Appendix C provides additional background information and observations
on measuring the success of technology transfer. Appendix D discusses specific issues related to
identifying best practices for transferring technology. Appendix E presents the on-line
questionnaire and results. Appendix F lists excerpted comments from the forum on various
aspects of technology transfer.
____________________________________________________________
5 Marcus (1999) and Reed and Schriesheim (1996).
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2. Overview of Technology Transfer
This chapter presents an overview of technology transfer and is based on a RAND presentation
delivered at the December 12, 2002, forum. By design, the subject is discussed broadly. The
intent was allow all stakeholders present at the forum the opportunity to recognize their role in
the process and discuss methods for facilitating improvements.

What is Technology Transfer?
The following are three definitions of technology transfer from major sources, each subtly
different, but with a similar message:
•

The process of utilizing technology, expertise, know-how or facilities for a purpose not
originally intended by the developing organization. Technology transfers can result in
commercialization or product/process improvement.
— National Technology Transfer Center (NTTC)

•

The process by which existing knowledge, facilities, or capabilities developed under
federal R&D funding are utilized to fulfill public and private needs.
—Federal Laboratory Consortium (FLC)

•

The formal transfer of new discoveries and innovations resulting from scientific research
conducted at universities and nonprofit research institutions to the commercial sector for
public benefit.
—Association of University Technology Managers (AUTM)

The first statement from the NTTC includes the phrase “not originally intended by the
developing organization,” implying that the focus of technology transfer is for indirect benefit.
The second definition is from the Federal Laboratory Consortium. Note that the phrase from the
NTTC definition regarding unintended purposes does not appear in the FLC statement. Indeed
the purpose of a lot of federal laboratory research and development is to accomplish something
specific, which may also potentially lead to technology transfer.
And the last statement from the Association of University Technology Managers focuses on
commercialization (i.e., bringing the benefits of federal research and development (R&D), and
the intellectual properties and technologies developed as a result of that research into new
products).
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Although the three statements have similarities, their variations suggest that technology transfer
means different things to different people. Therefore, this discussion treats the subject very
broadly, allowing for individual and organizational differences. Similarly, metrics for
technology transfer success and best practice are left open for interpretation and discussion.6
Technology transfer is generally accepted to be beneficial, even if a specific definition may not
necessarily be agreed upon.
Persons speaking before the December forum were welcome to define technology transfer in
whatever term was most comfortable and most useful to them and their organization.
This discussion of technology transfer follows the schematic overview presented in Figure 2.1.
It shows technology transfer progressing from federally funded research through
commercialization--that is, taking intellectual property that derives from federally funded
research at universities or federal laboratories, developing products, and then selling them. This
chain of activities and the expectation that technology transfer will lead to commercialization is
aimed at improving the nation's economic well-being and quality of life.

Federal Investment
Research & Development
Intellectual Property
Prototype
Product

•

Federally Funded R&D

•

Federal Laws Governing Tech Transfer

•

Measures of Technology Transfer

•

Process of Commercialization

•

Perspectives on Technology Transfer

Commercialization

Figure 2.1— Schematic Overview of Technology Transfer Activities

This framework is, of course, oversimplified. Innovation and insights on how to use old things in
new ways, or how to use new ideas to solve old problems, may not be predictable or linear.
There may be evolutionary advances in existing technologies, or revolutionary technologies that
______________
6 The bi-annual Department of Commerce report on Federal Laboratory technology transfer activities has a similar

approach, allowing different laboratories to describe their activities in individual presentations.
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displace or disrupt other technologies or existing ways of doing things.7, 8 There is also a lot of
iteration between the various stages. The process also typically involves a variety of players,
from transferors who create the technology and prove the concept, to those who embed the
technology in a useful product, service, tool or practice, and finally to transferees who embrace
it, further develop it, commercialize it, and ultimately use it.
For purposes of this overview, this framework enables discussion to focus on the different stages
of technology transfer and the transitions between each stage (represented by the arrows between
the boxes in Figure 2.1). There have been comments about a lack of clarity at the transitions, or
various stages, and comments about incompatible incentives between the stages.
The framework in Figure 2.1 also serves as an outline of this chapter. The chapter begins with a
discussion of the federally funded R&D portfolio. It then presents the laws governing
technology transfer, which focus largely on the transfer or management of intellectual property,
ownership issues, patenting, and mechanisms for licensing. This discussion is followed by a
summary of what we know about measures of technology transfer and the process of
commercialization.

The Federal R&D Enterprise
First, we will review the federally funded R&D enterprise, noting that it involves many funders
and performers, as shown in Figure 2.2. Annually, the federal government invests roughly $80
billion in federally funded research and development. As seen in the pie chart on the left of the
figure, funding is dominated by the Department of Defense (DoD) and the Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS), which includes the National Institutes of Health (NIH). Together
with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Department of Energy
(DOE), and the National Science Foundation (NSF), these top five funders account for 95
percent of the annual federal investment in R&D.
______________
7 Schumpter, Joseph (1942) concept of “creative destruction.”
8 Christensen (1997).
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Figure 2.2—Annual Federal R&D Obligations

Where does this money go? The pie chart on the right in the figure shows the $80 billion amount
broken out by research performers. The federal laboratories together account for about 30
percent of the funded R&D, followed by universities which account for about 25 percent. Large
and small businesses receive about 40 percent of federal research and development.
Figure 2.3 displays this federal investment a different way. Here, funding for performers of
federal research and development is displayed based on the funder. The nonU.S. government
operated labs (non-intramural labs) are represented by the top bar, which shows that the DOE
was the most significant R&D funding agency in that area.
The second bar displays the government-owned government-operated (GOGO) federal labs (i.e.,
intramural labs). In those labs, roughly half of R&D funding is from the defense department.
Funding for large and small business is also primarily from the DoD.
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Figure 2.3—Federal R&D by Funding Agency and by Performer (FY2002 $B)

Federal R&D funding at universities and colleges predominantly comes from the HHS. Note
that the only sizable portion of research funded by the NSF is performed at universities.
In summary, the funding profiles differ from performer to performer, and the perspectives of
each institution regarding technology transfer may differ accordingly. Later in the chapter, we
discuss how these funding profiles may determine different expectations for technology transfer
depending for different disciplines and research institutions.

Laws Governing Technology Transfer
A brief discussion of a few federal laws governing technology transfer is important to
understanding the current mechanisms and processes for transfer.9 In 1980, concerns over U.S.
global competitiveness and particularly the rising competition from Japan motivated Congress to
facilitate the commercialization of university research results and ideas. Prior to passage of the
Bayh-Dole Act, intellectual property from federally funded research was the property of the
federal agency funder. Universities had little incentive to commercialize research ideas and
produced only 250 patents a year.10 Capital markets also stayed on the sidelines, making it
difficult to obtain the necessary investments to develop prototypes and the companies to produce
commercial products. Technology transfer legislation in 1980 changed all of this by giving
universities and national laboratories patent ownership and incentives to commercialize federally
funded research results. With patent ownership clarified, crucial capital investments were also
______________
9 A more complete listing of legislation governing technology transfer can be found in Appendix B.
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more secure and viable because the clarified ownership reduced the risk of lost investments to
outsiders who might claim superior ownership rights.
Current federal technology transfer policies focus on the first three stages of the technology
transfer framework shown in figure 2.4: investment, R&D, and intellectual property rights.
Intellectual property rights in particular are at the center of federal policy. The federal
government's principal means for promoting technology transfer is to grant intellectual property
rights to non-federal performers of federally funded R&D, such as universities, private firms, and
other entities. With property rights, performers of R&D are free to commercialize the results of
their R&D activities and reap the economic benefits. Further, the United States may also benefit
from the increased quality of life, the increased national security, and other less tangible benefits.

Federal Government
Funders
Performers
Legislation

Federal Investment

Research & Development
Intellectual Property
Prototype

Product
Commercialization

Private Sector
Inventors
Entrepreneurs
Venture Capitalists
Industry
Consumers

Figure 2.4—Federal Laws Drive the Early Stages of the Technology Transfer Process

The actors listed in the bottom half of Figure 2.4, including the private-sector organizations
involved with prototyping and commercializing new products, are not directly within the
immediate purview of federal technology transfer laws. Corporations and consumers involved
with the stages of prototyping, development, and commercialization are affected by federal tax
laws and regulations which influence technology transfer. For instance, most universities and
many research institutions are constituted as nonprofit entities. The tax code governs the kinds of
research in which tax-exempt organizations usually engage, as well as the terms of licensing
agreements with for-profit corporations.11 Also, bond financing is a large part of university
____________________________________________________________
10 Press and Washburn (2000), p.39.
11 See IRS Publication 557 (Rev. July 2001), Cat. No. 46573C, “Tax-Exempt Status for Your Organization,” p. 24, for
discussion of nonprofit “scientific organizations.”
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construction, adding other constraints.12 Property and income taxes and various federal
regulations indirectly affect many corporations and consumers involved with technology
transfer, but they are out of the scope of this report.
• “Bayh-Dole” Act
– University & Small Business Patent Procedures Act (1980)
– Trademark Clarification Act (1984)
– Executive Order 12591 (1987)

• “Stevenson-Wydler” Act
– Technology Innovation Act (1980)
– Federal Technology Transfer Act (1986)
– National Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act (1989)

• Other
– (NASA) National Aeronautics and Space Act (1958)
– (DoE) Atomic Energy Act (1954), Non-Nuclear Energy Research Act
(1974)

Figure 2.5—Laws Facilitating Technology Transfer

A collection of laws (shown in Figure 2.5) governs the transition between the top half and the
bottom half of the framework shown in Figure 2.4. The major legislation governing federal
technology transfer is the Bayh-Dole Act. What is typically referred to as “Bayh-Dole” is
actually the cumulative provisions of at least two major laws, their subsequent amendments, and
one Executive Order (EO). The major laws and EO, discussed in more detail below, are The
University and Small Business Patent Procedures Act of 1980, the Trademark Clarification Act
of 1984, and Executive Order 12591 (1987). The intent of these laws and this EO is to enable
non-federal performers of R&D to commercialize inventions developed with federal funds.

The University and Small Business Patent Procedures Act of 1980
The original Bayh-Dole legislation was adopted in 1980. Officially titled The University and
Small Business Patent Procedures Act (USBPPA), this law permits small businesses and some
nonprofit organizations, including universities, to retain patent rights to inventions created with
federal R&D funds. This act also grants R&D performers the ability to claim intellectual
property rights in nonpatentable data, such as trade secrets generated with federal funds.
______________
12 See IRS Revenue Procedure 97-14, 1997-5 I.R.B. 20, Section 5 on “Tax-Exempt Bonds; Private Activity Bonds.”
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Trademark Clarification Act of 1984
The Trademark Clarification Act (TCA) of 1984 amended the original Bayh-Dole Act to extend
the force of its technology transfer provisions to federal laboratories that are owned by the
federal government but operated under contract by nonfederal entities (i.e., government-owned
contractor-operated, or GOCOs). Many of these GOCOs are also federally funded research and
development centers (FFRDCs). This act permits the operators of these federal laboratories to
patent and/or license technologies that the laboratories develop. It also permits the contractors
operating these laboratories to retain royalties generated from their licenses to support additional
R&D at their laboratories. However, this activity is sometimes constrained by other legislation.
For example, although all of the Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) GOCO laboratories are
technically subject to the provisions of Bayh-Dole via the TCA, the DOE has effectively brought
its technology transfer activities under the provisions of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology
Innovation Act (see below) using the provisions of the management contracts governing the
operations of each of these laboratories.

Executive Order 12591 (1987)
The Executive Order 12591, “Facilitating Access to Science and Technology,” extends the
provisions of the Bayh-Dole Act to large businesses conducting R&D with federal funds.
Although this EO was not formally confirmed until 1987, its substance was authorized
informally by President Reagan in 1983. This EO also changes the authority of federal
laboratories to license their inventions, which is contained in Stevenson-Wydler as amended (see
below), from permissive to mandatory.

Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980
The Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 governs technologies resulting from
R&D conducted by federal employees at federally operated laboratories (in other words, R&D
performed intramurally). This act also gives federal agencies a continuing responsibility for
transferring technology to non-federal entities. It requires each agency to establish an Office of
Research and Technology Applications (ORTA) to promote the transfer of technology to nonfederal entities. As amended in 1986, Stevenson-Wydler allows federally operated laboratories
to license their inventions and to keep all of the royalties generated from the licenses after
sharing at least 15 percent of the royalties with the federal employee(s)-inventor(s). Because
Stevenson-Wydler does not address the actual mechanics of patenting and licensing, these
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activities in federally operated laboratories are governed by the provisions of Bayh-Dole as
amended. In addition, the intramural R&D activities of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and the Department of Energy (DOE) are not covered by the provisions
of Stevenson-Wydler. Instead, they are governed by the provisions of the Space Act (for
NASA), the Atomic Energy Commission Act (for DOE’s nuclear-technology transfer), and the
Federal Non-nuclear Energy Research Act (for DOE’s non-nuclear technology transfer).

National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958
The National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 (often referred to simply as the “Space Act”),
which established NASA in that year, has been amended multiple times in the ensuing years.
Since its passage, the provisions of the Space Act that govern technology transfer have been
largely overtaken by the provisions of Bayh-Dole and Stevenson-Wydler. The Space Act still
governs NASA’s technology transfer duties with respect to technology generated from R&D
conducted directly by NASA employees (i.e., NASA’s intramural R&D). With respect to these
latter R&D activities, the Space Act requires that the NASA Administrator take title to all
technologies invented by NASA employees. However, it gives the Administrator wide latitude
to waive NASA’s rights to these technologies if doing so better serves the interests of the United
States.

Atomic Energy Act (1954) and Non-Nuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974
Like NASA, DOE had legal authorities in place prior to the enactment of Bayh-Dole and
Stevenson-Wydler that continue to govern the technology transfer activities related to inventions
resulting from DOE’s intramural R&D. Similar to the situation with NASA, the Non-Nuclear
Energy Research and Development Act of 1974 (NNERA) requires that the Secretary of Energy
take title to all non-nuclear technologies invented by DOE employees, but it gives the Secretary
wide latitude to waive DOE’s rights to these technologies if doing so better serves the interests of
the United States. The Atomic Energy Act (AEA) also requires the Secretary of Energy to take
title to all nuclear technologies invented by DOE employees, but it also gives the Secretary the
right to waive DOE’s rights to these technologies.
As can be clearly seen by Figure 2.6, among all the legislation governing federal technology
transfer, the Bayh-Dole Act governs the vast majority of federally funded R&D.
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Figure 2.6— Bayh-Dole Governs Technology Transfer of Most Federal R&D Funds

An Ambiguity in Federal Policy
All federal technology transfer provisions are based on the institutional status of the party
performing the federally funded R&D.13 The provisions assume that performers of R&D are
affiliated with only a single R&D institution. However, joint appointments between institutions
are becoming increasingly common. For example, a federally funded researcher on the faculty
of a university may also belong to the research staff at a federal laboratory. Consequently,
technologies created by such researchers are “claimable” by two different types of R&D
institutions that are governed by two different federal technology transfer provisions. Because
the royalties resulting from the licensing of such technologies can be substantial, institutions are
unlikely to forgo them willingly. In these situations, legal complications over intellectual
property rights could ensue.

How Much Federal R&D Is Ripe for Technology Transfer?
Not all federal R&D is equally likely to produce transferable technologies. Federally funded
R&D is divided into three categories: basic research, applied research, and development. The
______________
13Foreign governments also carry out a small percentage of federal R&D–less than 1 percent. Foreign government
performers are not covered under any of the federal technology transfer provisions.
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latter includes both defense and non-defense development. Of these categories, applied research
and non-defense development carry the highest expectations for technology transfer.

• Basic Research

30%

• Development: Weapon and
defense-related systems

30%

• Applied Research and other
Development

40%

Figure 2.7—Less than Half of Federally Funded R&D Is Applied Research

Basic research may have lower expectations for technology transfer. This is not to suggest that
there is no technology transfer from basic research, but that the study of basic phenomena
implies that the benefits are going to accrue over a much longer term, and perhaps be more
indirect than the benefits that accrue from applied research or development.
And aside from dual-use technologies, defense research and development is really not intended
for technology transfer. In fact, some weapons facilities are designed to keep information from
being disseminated. Those facilities are prohibited from sharing technologies or intellectual
property.
The highest expectations for technology transfer, therefore, apply to only about 40 percent of the
federally funded R&D portfolio--in applied research and other non-defense development (see
Figure 2.7). Again, this is not to imply that basic research has no expectations of
commercialization. Indeed, basic research may stimulate applied research, which may inspire
more basic research. Indeed, the distinctions between basic versus applied research are more
shades of gray than they are black and white.
Keeping these qualifications in mind, Figure 2.8 displays the total $80.6 billion research and
development portfolio by the various funding agencies and categories of funding. DoD
dominates in funding; however, most of that funding is in defense-related or weapon systems
development. Basic research and applied research and other development is also displayed for
each funder.
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Figure 2.8— Civilian Agencies Have the Most Funding in R&D That Is Ripe for Technology Transfer

The area most ripe for technology transfer, applied research, is led by HHS and the civilian
agencies. Earlier, we noted that most HHS funding goes to universities, and this may suggest a
connection among universities, the life sciences, and the expectations for technology transfer.
The NSF does an annual survey on research and development expenditures. Figure 2.9
categorizes the 40 percent slice of R&D (see Figure 2.7) that includes applied research (shown as
“Research Disciplines” constituting 68 percent) and other development (constituting the
remaining 32 percent. Life sciences dominates in terms of research disciplines, followed by
engineering.
•

•

Research Disciplines (68%)
– Life Sciences
– Engineering
– Mathematics and Computer Sciences
– Environmental Science
– Physical Sciences
– Psychology
– Social Sciences
– Other Applied Research
Other Development (32%)

30%
16%
5%
5%
4%
3%
3%
2%

NSF annual survey of R&D expenditures

Figure 2.9—Life Sciences and Engineering Are Leading Disciplines for Technology Transfer

We should note that absolute percentages of funding may be somewhat misleading because the
amount of laboratory equipment or instrumentation needed to conduct social science research
may differ significantly from the amount required for biotechnology research. However, this
16

gives our readers some idea of how the disciplines are broken out by funding and by technology
transfer expectations.

Measurement Issues in Technology Transfer
The scope of this project did not allow for an independent measure of technology transfer;
however, we have done an extensive literature search of what is known on technology transfer.
The following discussion summarizes what we know about measures of success in technology
transfer. For a further discussion of technology transfer measurement and analysis, see
Appendix C.
Whether one believes that technology transfer is successful or is going well likely depends on the
individual’s role within the technology transfer framework. Figure 2.10 lists the specific roles
of the various groups involved in technology transfer and their respective measures of
effectiveness. For example, R&D performers, such as inventors, generally are driven by a
personal need to champion their invention and to see its usefulness come to fruition, whereas
institutions that conduct research may want to license the product of that research and generate
revenues from it.
•

R&D Performers:
–

Inventors: usefulness of technology

–

Institutions: patents, licenses, revenue

•

Entrepreneurs/Venture Capitalists: Growth of companies, wealth creation

•

Legislation: Benefits to nation’s economic well-being and competitiveness

•

Consumers: New or improved products

•

Industry: Profit, market share, access to knowledge and expertise, sharing risks,
leveraging and complementing R&D portfolios
–

Large firms: generic technologies and early-stage expertise

–

Small firms: products and processes closer to commercialization

Figure 2.10—Measures of Success Depend on One’s Role in Technology Transfer

Industry has an interesting perspective on measures of success. Commercial industries obviously
want to profit and to gain a greater market share, but they also want access to knowledge and
expertise. And large firms have different expectations for technology transfer than do small
firms. The research literature suggests that large firms that have an in-house R&D organization
generally want more generic technology than expertise, whereas small firms want something that
is much closer to end products and commercialization.
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Quite a few studies on technology transfer have been done, particularly over the past couple of
decades since the original Bayh-Dole and Stevenson-Wydler Acts were passed. In the past 20plus years, academic researchers have been studying the effects of Bayh-Dole and StevensonWydler, and they generally conclude that these are landmark acts, even if they had to be
subsequently amended.
The Interagency Committee on Federal Technology Transfer has identified seven mechanisms
for technology transfer, which are listed in Figure 2.11. These mechanisms collectively are a
barometer of the vitality of technology transfer. Not all of them are easily measured, however.
Table 2.1 lists and defines five general ways in which technology transfer is measured.

The Interagency Committee on Federal Technology Transfer chaired by the
Commerce Department has identified these mechanisms of technology
transfer
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Licensing
Cooperative research and development agreements
Technical assistance
Reimbursable work for nonfederal partners
Use of facilities
Exchange programs
Collegial interchange, publications, and conferences

Figure 2.11—The Seven Mechanisms for Technology Transfer
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Metrics

Definitions

Patents, Licenses, Revenue

Number applied for/granted,
basic/applied research, country,
affiliation

Manufacturing Innovations

Number of innovations applied for by
the Small Business Association

Web Hits to Science Database

Page hits, average time spent on page,
number of downloads

Transfer Mechanisms

Number of sign-in visitors, meetings,
documents sent/requested, exchanges

Knowledge Spillovers

Estimated statistical relationships of
innovation activity

Table 2.1—The Five General Ways of Measuring Technology Transfer

These five general metrics are unlikely to capture the entire picture of technology transfer, but
that is to be expected given that technology transfer is understood to be so broad, so long-term,
and so indirect in many cases. These general metrics are informative, nonetheless.
Figure 2.12 summarizes some interesting aspects of what past studies on technology transfer
have found. For instance, there have been many studies on the effects of universities as a catalyst
for innovation to industry. Geographic proximity to universities is important but not for all
technologies, just those that are mentioned. So, whereas geographic proximity to universities
enhances transfer of medical technology research, interestingly enough, it does not appear to
enhance the transfer of information technology. Holding all things constant, geographic
proximity to universities matters most to these disciplines that are listed in Figure 2.12.
•

Geographic proximity to universities stimulates corporate
patent/licensing activity (in particular, drugs, medical tech, optics,
nuclear technologies).

•

University research generates more innovative activity in nearby small
firms than in nearby large firms.

•

University research influences firms’ marketed innovations more than it
influences their patents.

•

Firms that conduct R&D in house are more likely to adopt innovative
technologies that are developed elsewhere.

Figure 2.12 —A Summary of Some Findings from Previous Academic Study of Technology Transfer

The last item in Figure 2.12 suggests that most firms might like to have an in-house R&D
organization, even if it is not productive by in-house standards, in that in-house organizations are
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best capable of evaluating external technologies, understanding the framework within their
firms’ business goals, and incorporating them into new or improved products.

Diffusing Technology Innovation and Commercializing Ideas
The commonly accepted goal of technology transfer is successful commercialization. Figure
2.13 displays a curve that is similar to one shown in most marketing textbooks that discuss the
challenge of technology diffusion and adoption.
After technology has been transferred and commercialized, the first group to embrace that
technology is the innovators. The innovators constitute a small portion (just 2.5 percent) of the
possible audience for the technology. Innovators tend to use the technology because it is new
and interesting, even when there may be little evidence of its effectiveness.
Once the technology's usefulness has been demonstrated, a larger group, known as early
adopters, is the next to use it. Moore (1991) notes that technology transfer most often never gets
beyond this stage--a small fraction of the audience uses the new technology, but a larger portion
is wary of change and never embraces the new technology.
Successful marketing encourages the next group, the early majority, to try the technology and
use it frequently. The encouragement often comes in the form of evidence that appeals to this
group: reports of successful use by others, trial runs at similar organizations, and data from
vendors to support claims about the technology’s benefits.
After the early majority has accepted the technology, the late majority will consider joining the
group of transferees. That is, when the technology has a proven track record in organizational
situations that are similar to the potential adopter’s, the late majority will join in.
The last group to use the technology, the laggards, is the most resistant to change. Its members
feel that they are doing well enough with existing techniques and feel no pressure to change.
Laggards are usually convinced to modify their tools and practices only when rules, standards,
and regulations are imposed upon them.
In other words, successful commercialization requires defining a market that takes the product
beyond the innovators and early adopters.
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34%

Laggards
16%

Adopter Distribution Categories
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Figure 2.13— Commercialization Depends on Successful Technology Adoption

For example, while it might be possible to find a few customers interested in buying a $2,000
DVD player, unless the firm manufacturing that DVD player identifies a specific market and a
plan to reach the majority of consumers within the mark, its new product is unlikely to succeed.
Commercialization requires identifying one’s market, developing a strategy to reach that market,
and having the product adopted by the majority.
The commercialization framework we describe here implies that many factors influence
successful commercialization beyond just technology, and a number of those factors are listed in
Figure 2.14. Many venture capitalists say that the most important part of commercialization is
identifying the market, and they also cite the adage, “There is more money than there are good
ideas.” For investors, if an entrepreneur can identify a market where there is a profit to be made,
they will take care of creating the technology later. For those involved with R&D funding and
performing, however, technology transfer starts with the technologies. Thus, the technologies
may not be accompanied by the suite of things that need to happen for successful
commercialization, including a well-formed business plan.
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• Strategy to overcome obstacles and to conquer the mainstream
market
• Decision to patent before or after identifying a licensee (patent
fees)
• Negotiated licensing terms (up-front payment, equity,
exclusivity, royalties)
• Realization that most startups require several stages of
investment
• Business plan identifies challengers, competitors, barriers to
market entry
• Milestones correspond to proof of technology, management
team, market, profitability

Figure 2.14—Factors That Influence Successful Adoption

Universities that are cited for being leaders in technology innovation and entrepreneurship
generally are cited for more than the technologies they develop. Leading universities do many
other things to help ideas reach their commercial promise, including developing “incubators” or
facilitating the interaction among scientists, investors, the business community, and industry.

Lessons from Non-Federal Technology Transfer
This document focuses on technology transfer from federally funded R&D. However, it is useful
to investigate how ideas and technology are developed in the absence of federal funds as a way
of understanding whether alternative models can help improve the transfer of federally funded
R&D.14
A look at the history of the transfer of non–federally funded R&D shows that merely having a
better technology does not guarantee success. For example, Betamax video technology was
generally thought to display a better, clearer picture than VHS, but VHS easily captured the
market. The adoption of the “lesser” technology suggests that economic factors are at least as
important as quality. Indeed, history is replete with legends of the lone inventor, toiling in a
garage to develop a prototype gadget and persevering until an investor recognizes the gadget’s
value and helps the inventor to succeed and find a market for his or her invention. Similarly, a
new idea can linger for years before someone recognizes its application to a particular problem,
such as when a chemical compound, ineffective for one ailment, is later recognized as an
effective treatment for another.
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In many models of successful technology transfer, the venture capital and investment
communities play an important role. They recognize that having a good technology is not all it
takes. The stakes are high for investors who support risky, early-stage ventures that may not
yield immediate returns; the federal government must often invest the preliminary research and
development well before the private sector would risk investing in them (e.g., sending a man to
the moon or creating a new energy source). Investors often see startup-company development as
having distinct stages, each involving different organizations with specific milestones that
distinguish one stage from another. These milestones may be activities such as proof of
technology, proof of a management team,15 proof of a market, and proof of profitability.
A good business plan may be the key deciding factor for some technology transfers because
investors who must distinguish a good plan from a bad one and decide which to invest in may
make the difference between success and failure of a new technology.16 Beyond describing the
new technology, a good business plan must identify challengers, competitors, and barriers to
market entry, or demonstrate a sustainable competitive advantage, and identify a strategy for
overcoming those challenges. It must also identify specific development and business
milestones and market potential. Within the technology diffusion framework described earlier in
this chapter, a business plan must also specify how to make the technology attractive to early
adopters, to majority markets, and to laggards. Indeed, developing a successful plan to cross
from early adopters to mainstream markets may be the most difficult aspect of successful
commercialization.17 Thus, the lesson to be learned is that technology adoption must be
accompanied by a well-developed business plan, many aspects of which may be separate from
the merits of the technology itself.
Understanding these issues also benefits the technology licensing offices of research institutions.
Having greater knowledge of the market potential of technologies aids in the decision whether to
patent intellectual property before or after identifying a licensee, or even to suggest the licensee
pay patent fees and/or royalties. While some universities generate significant revenues from
license royalties, most are trying to break even from patenting costs and try to avoid patenting
technologies that may not be licensed.18 For this reason, most institutions measure the percentage
____________________________________________________________
14 Libicki et al. (2000).
15 For many venture capitalists, the quality of the management team is as important as the quality of the technology. Given

a choice between a mediocre technology and first-rate management team versus a first-rate technology and a mediocre
management team, many venture capitalists would select the first-rate team for its ability to execute efficiently and responsively.
16 Stevens and Burley (1997) quantify the risk associated with technology development, and why much technology transfer
fails to yield a commercialized product.
17 Moore and McKenna (1991).
18 Association of University Technology Managers (FY2000), and Benowitz (1995).
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of patents awarded to gauge this initial return on effort and investments. Other institutions
require a senior administrator, such as the provost, to approve each patent application. With
patent costs roughly $75,000 and rising, this level of university investment for speculative
technologies is similar to "angel" funding and thus benefits from the same entrepreneurial
analysis of market, startup management, and business plan potentials as the investor.19
Enhanced knowledge and information can aid the partnership among the licensing office,
entrepreneurs, and early-stage investors by aligning expectations and adding a measure of reality
to negotiations of up-front payments, license exclusivity, and royalty terms. Clearing these
negotiating hurdles increases the probability that a licensing deal will succeed, a first step for
many startup companies.
Beyond initial investments is the need for sustained funding, which often includes several stages
of venture capital involvement. Each stage requires additional negotiation and poses the added
risk that a venture may fail before successful technology adoption. Investment companies are
under increasing pressure from their contributors to maintain positive and short-term returns; the
pressures are similar to those from stockholders of public corporations who want immediate
returns on their investments. This pressure for immediate results is multiplied if the technology
is unproven or the market is speculative. There is a growing wariness among early investors that
there will be no one to “grab the baton” as development progresses.20 This funding gap creates a
bottleneck of potentially valuable technologies that are increasingly unable to proceed along the
path of commercialization and technology transfer.21
One way to address this bottleneck is to reduce investment risk and uncertainty. The risk
reduction can be achieved in many ways, some of which have already been noted: better
information to define the market, a clear business plan, well-defined milestones, understanding
competitors, and a quality management team. Although the commercial sector is usually
comfortable with these activities, the academic and research communities may not be.
Universities and federal laboratories can encourage commercialization by developing worldclass technologies and also by supporting entrepreneurial activities such as those described
earlier. To support these efforts, studies of innovation at universities frequently evaluate an
institution’s ability to attract and organize industry-sponsored research projects, interface with
______________
19 A measure being reviewed by the U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Courts,

the Internet, and Intellectual Property titled "Strategic Plan and Fee Legislation for the USPTO" would significantly increase the
cost of patent prosecution of patent and trademark office fees in the United States.
20 Private communication, Victor Hwang, chief operating officer, Larta.org (2002).
21 Price and Sobocinski (2001).
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state and regional economic development activities, operate university-affiliated business
incubators, and involve the university in early-stage capitalization of spin-off companies.22

Other Forms of Technology Transfer
This document focuses on U.S. federally funded research within a framework leading to
commercialization, which is commonly associated with technology transfer. Discussions of
technology transfer typically are conducted under the assumption that federally funded R&D is
transferred to the private sector. The technology transfer process often happens in reverse,
however, as technologies move from the private sector to the government. For the government,
adopting and using existing commercial technologies avoids duplicating development efforts and
saves valuable federal funds. However, it is not easy to identify or to be a “smart buyer” of
existing commercial technologies that are applicable to government requirements, given the vast
numbers of manufacturers and products and the effort required to evaluate applicability. The
sheer numbers of proposals and competing businesses may quickly become unmanageable.
Several Department of Defense agencies enlist the assistance of the venture capital community in
reverse transfer. For example, to raise awareness of commercial technologies that may aid
homeland security in bioterrorism, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
has identified venture firms that specialize in biotechnology. Similarly, the DoD Office of Force
Transformation has worked with Tech Coast Angels, a network of individual investors in
Southern California, on a “Technology Finder” model that combines early-stage technologies
with funding startups after DoD relevance is confirmed. In both cases, venture capitalists’ skills
in attracting, evaluating, and developing innovative technologies benefit the government. When
there is demonstrated government interest in a particular technology, the risk to the investor and
to the entrepreneur decreases within a mutually beneficial partnership.
To cite another example, the CIA provides financial support for a venture capital firm, In-Q-Tel,
which specializes in finding and developing companies that produce technology of interest to the
intelligence community.23 Although In-Q-Tel is a private-sector firm, it is government created
and serves the needs of government.
______________
22 Tornatzky et al., 2002.
23 From the In-Q-Tel Web site, www.in-q-tel.com/about/history.html: “In 1998, the Director of Central Intelligence (DCI)
identified technology as a top strategic priority . . . The leadership of the Directorate of Science and Technology set out a radical
plan to create a new venture that would help increase the Agency's access to private sector innovation. In the tradition of the
‘skunk works’ of the early Cold War era, the DCI called on private sector industry executives to create and launch this new
venture. A hybrid between public and private-sector business models, In-Q-Tel was chartered in February 1999 under the
leadership of the DCI and the Directorate of Science and Technology and with the support of the U.S. Congress.”
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Foreign universities and laboratories also have active programs to license intellectual property
and transfer technology.24 Some countries have even tried to base their governance of
intellectual property and technology transfer by emulating provisions from the Bayh-Dole Act.25
U.S. competitiveness vís a vís foreign countries deserves continued study, particularly to
understand those factors that industry weighs before entering partnerships with research firms.
Ease of technology transfer is one of many factors large industry weighs before establishing a
research partnership with any of the world’s research universities and laboratories.
Among the forms of technology transfer not discussed in this report are state and local
technology transfer activities (e.g., agricultural transfer programs involving county extension
agents or land-grant universities). In addition, some PCAST members mentioned that the
“donation” of technologies from the private sector to universities was an increasing form of
technology transfer. The military also includes within its definition of outgoing technology
transfer the sale of military equipment to allied foreign governments. While graduation of U.S.
university students to the U.S. workforce is frequently discussed as being a form of technology
transfer, the movement of graduates to foreign countries is not. Although we acknowledge these
forms of technology transfer, they are out of the scope of this report.

Is There a Broader Role for the Federal Government in Technology Transfer?
As we mentioned earlier, technology transfer may be very indirect, long-term, and complex.
Definitions of technology transfer vary among different stakeholders, even when there is
agreement that technology transfer is beneficial and should be improved. Fundamentally, a
technology is an idea, practice, or object resulting from research as well as a tool that embodies
the technology. The goal of technology transfer is to move a potentially useful idea, practice, or
object into an environment where it can improve a product or process in some way, such as by
speeding delivery, enhancing quality, reducing cost, or by improving an expected outcome in
some way.
Technology transfer involves six elements that combine to form an overall framework: federal
funding, R&D, assignment of intellectual property rights, prototyping, product development, and
commercialization. The actual technology transfer process used in a given situation uses all of
______________
24 Mowery (1988).
25 For a discussion of Canadian technology transfer, see “Public Investments in University Research: Reaping the Benefits,”

(1999).
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these elements, often iteratively. The process is derived from the framework and is based on
organization’s goals, needs, and culture.
The Bayh-Dole and Stevenson-Wydler Acts are regarded as being examples of successful
legislation, but the experiences of technology transfer suggest that improvements may be made.
Successful commercialization involves crossing many hurdles, and the federal laws and
provisions may only directly affect part of the technology transfer process.
At present, federal policies directly address only the first three stages of the technology transfer
framework: federal investment, research and development, and intellectual property. The latter
three element—prototyping, product development, and commercialization—are not formally
addressed by federal policy, but they are nonetheless critical in assessing the ultimate success of
federal-to-private technology transfer. The private-sector experience with technology transfer
suggests that good planning, addressing all aspects of transfer through commercialization, can
significantly enhance the chances of success.
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3. Themes from the PCAST Technology Transfer Forum
Several themes emerged from discussions at the PCAST Technology Transfer Forum on
December 12, 2002, as well as from submissions from individuals and organizations involved
with technology transfer. The following quoted material represents the views and opinions of
those participating in the form; further research is required to discern which remarks may relate
to systemic rather than substantive issues, and to separate fact from personal perceptions.
Individual perceptions are important, nonetheless, as indicators of where issues may exist and
where successful technology transfer may be impacted. The following summaries and excerpted
quotations are representative of the main issues and themes that emerged at the forum.

Technology Transfer: Adjusting to the Policy Environment
•

Participants generally agreed that improving technology transfer involves a steep learning
curve. It has taken decades for organizations to learn how to operate successful transfer
programs. Although technology transfer has improved notably since the landmark acts of the
1980s, the partnership between technology developers (particularly universities) and
potential industry commercializers is by no means routine or straightforward. The
experience of successful organizations suggests that there are payoffs to investing in and
building the types of partnerships that facilitate technology transfer.
“It took the universities about 10-12 years to try to make it work. That meant you had to
develop skilled professionals in the business. You also had to develop consistent policies
within the universities.”
“Technology transfer from national labs or universities to industry is not always easy. Good
news. Once we reach an agreement working with universities or national labs, usually those
[agreements] come out [to be] very good.”

•

While acknowledging the learning curve, many forum panelists and attendees believe the
technology transfer legislation should not be altered.
“Bayh-Dole is working. The statistics all show it. You can make it work within the current
framework. The mantra of ‘if it ain't broke, don't fix it’ certainly applies. We are generally
asking that one not go into the Bayh-Dole and twiddle with it like the tax code.”

•

There is a broad perception that the U.S. R&D landscape has changed in the past two
decades. The relative share of R&D funded by government is believed to have shifted,
altering the balance of basic versus applied research, and a short-term focus versus a longterm one. Interestingly, there is disagreement over whether industry and government funded
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more in the past than they do now.26 Much corporate innovation has shifted from in-house
development to partnerships with other companies.
“ When universities, particularly research-intensive universities, start getting too involved in
the commercialization process, there is that danger of changing the direction of research, of
conflict of interest, and of all sorts of, Who are you? What's your proper role?”

General Views of Technology Transfer
•

Panelists and attendees noted that technology transfer should be viewed broadly. A
framework including federal investment, legislation, and commercialization seemed useful.
“Focus on the entire technology transfer system holistically, not just one element in isolation,
and to consult extensively with federal labs, universities, and industries.”

•

Many discussed technology transfer within a global context. U.S. competitiveness and an
increasingly global economy spurred these comments. Industry partnerships with foreign
research institutions was also a recurring point of discussion.
“We need to better understand the unprecedented global competition for research and
innovators. The wealth of nations is changing. While prior centuries were dominated by
nations with superior industrial or agricultural capabilities, the Information Age is going to
reward new competencies and strengths. Innovative capacity is now clearly the key driver of
future national prosperity.”

•

Successful commercialization requires significantly more than a good idea or new
technology. Developing a successful product requires, among other things, effective
management, strategy, timing, and marketing. Coordination among many organizations,
some with widely varying missions, is a significant challenge.
“Preconditions to generate successful technology transfer include existing and increasing
monetary support for research and development, a solid government patent policy, viable
university technology transfer policies, an educated faculty that is aware and interested in
technology transfer, availability of discretionary funds for those faculty to protect their
intellectual property, and finally, the continued involvement of the inventor in the technology
transfer process.”
“Industries take risks that the universities or national labs don't take, or don't have to take.
Those [risks] are related to development, scale up, and investment in capital. That means if
the commercial product is not successful, those investments are wasted. We have to worry
about labor relations, to manage working capital, cash flow, and manage inventory. Those
are the things that universities and national labs don't have to worry about.”

______________
26The NSF Survey of Industrial Research and Development (www.nsf.gov/sbe/srs/indus/start.htm) suggests that industry

currently funds $200 billion or nearly 60 percent of the total R&D in the United States. The R&D breakdown for industry—73
percent for development, 20 percent for applied research, and 7 percent for basic research—may contribute to perceptions that the
government may lead industry in funding R&D because industry has been relying more and more on universities (and some
national labs) to do their basic research.
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Implementation of Technology Transfer
•

Many forum attendees urged that the discussions, particularly of implementation issues, be
tailored to specific circumstances. The diversity of the federal laboratories was a repeated
example of attendees not wanting generalized discussions. For instance, processes that work
for the pharmaceutical industry may not be applicable to agricultural products.
“Make important discriminating points between agencies, type of funding, and type of
subject matter. It's a giant mistake to have a report about technology transfer that compares
and pushes together NIH and federal labs. You should just deal with them as different
subjects, and have different recommendations for each one.”

•

Employees at the federal laboratories feel less incentive than their counterparts in universities
or industry to contribute to technology transfer. Lack of consulting time, royalties, and
equity in startups were among the issues raised. Many joked about the “entrepreneurial
leave” program — to be an entrepreneur, they must leave. There are also perceived
differences at government-operated versus contractor-operated federal laboratories. These
perceptions may hinder technology transfer since involvement of the inventor, particularly
early in the development phase, is widely considered to be critical to the successful
commercialization of new ideas.
“Conflict of interest, and the [inspector generals (IGs)] come to the GOCOs as well. And the
last thing you want to do is get skewered on the front pages of The Washington Post or
something like that. In fact, what throttles even consulting at these laboratories are notions of
conflict of interest. And the reason [is] that people can't own equity; even though our
laboratory owns equity in companies, individuals do not, nor can they. So therefore, if it's a
federal laboratory, GOCO or GOGO or anything else that you might be able to think of, the
conflict of interest issue is one that is very, very real, and is an ultimate wet blanket on many,
many of these things. ”

•

The implementation of technology transfer is not uniform. Technology licensing offices at
research universities and federal laboratories pursue varying approaches to deciding whether
to patent a technology and how to structure licensing or royalty agreements. Some of these
differences follow from inherent differences in the research--for example, divergent
development, investment, and returns from new pharmaceutical products versus agricultural
commodities. Other differences stem from diversity across federal laboratories and
university research programs. Another important change is the increase in interdisciplinary
and jointly sponsored research. Such arrangements can create confusion when ownership of
intellectual property is not clear. For example, a federal employee may have a joint
appointment at a university, working on research jointly sponsored by the federal
government and industry.
“Complexity is the enemy of execution. To the extent that you have problems in the
implementation of technology transfer, most of them are either a function of misalignment
between agency mission, or people who don't understand what they are doing because the
laws and regulations are too complicated.”
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“Misapplication of Bayh-Dole may adversely affect innovation and technology transfer, at
least in some technologies, and may lead to conflict between universities and industry.
Companies, who sponsor research with your own private dollars, have the expectation of
being able to use and commercialize those research results productively.”
•

Resources early in the technology transfer process are sought by all parties. For inventors,
resources are needed to develop the technology. Investors also need resources to explore and
develop the business potential of new ideas. Universities must weigh potential benefits
against the initiation of an expensive and time-consuming patent application process. If a
patent is obtained, licensing terms that require up-front cash payments may also present a
hurdle.
“Venture capital seems to have dried up. We do preferentially license to small businesses.
They are risk takers. They need that capital influx typically to move things forward. And
that has had an impact this past year.”

Steps for the Future
•

Many forum participants recommended training tools and education courses on technology
transfer including explanations of the use of various technology transfer mechanisms.

•

Homeland security issues were raised by some forum participants, in the context of planning
for increased research and development and moving technologies into public use.
“The biggest challenge of the federal government today is how do you do technology transfer
in a new cabinet level department? What kind of biodefense industry or counterterrorism
measure industry do we want or deserve in the United States?”
“The federal laboratories are very good at building ones and twos and tens of a kind. They
are not good at building thousands of things.”

•

Some participants suggested examining how technology transfer is accomplished in other
countries. In the U.K., for example, the R&D departments of some companies are brought
within universities and nurtured by them.

•

Many agreed that technology transfer, and the many issues it raises, require further research
to develop and improve technology transfer metrics. While participants were encouraged to
define successful technology transfer in terms that were most useful to them, this also
prevented direct or specific comparisons.

Summary
PCAST Technology Transfer Forum participants at the represented a wide range of perspectives,
including those of university technology-transfer officers, industry leaders, and federal R&D
managers and lab personnel. There was general agreement that technology transfer processes
and "best practices" vary widely in different contexts. The input from the forum provided
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important, albeit anecdotal, evidence that will help further understanding of which technology
transfer practices work best and in which contexts.
Due to time constraints in planning the forum, not all perspectives on technology transfer were
evenly represented. For example, few researchers and scholars from the disciplines that study
technology transfer were able to attend. A deeper study of technology transfer processes would
require greater participation from all stakeholders. More comprehensive stakeholder input will
also help ground more rigorous analysis of technology transfer and a more empirically based
approach to understanding technology transfer best practices.
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Appendix A. Conference Agenda
PCAST Technology Transfer Forum
Thursday, December 12, 2002
RAND Washington, D.C., Office
1200 South Hayes Street, Arlington, VA
Room 4204
Agenda
0900-0915

Welcome and Introductions

Wayne Clough, Georgia Tech
Richard Russell, Office of
Science and Technology Policy

0915 - 1000

Overview of Technology Transfer

Mark Wang, RAND

1000 – 1015

Break

1015 – 1200

Technology Transfer Roundtable

Bruce Mehlman, U.S.
Department of Commerce
(moderator)
Panelists:
David Beier, Hogan and Hartson
Richard Brenner, Agricultural
Research Service
Lita Nelsen, MIT
Kate Phillips, Council on
Governmental Relations
Frank Pita, Semiconductor
Research Corp.
Al Romig, Sandia National Labs
Juliana Shei, GE

1200 – 1300

Lunch

1300 – 1600

Open Forum
Preregistered speakers will be
allowed 5 minutes. Walk-in speakers
will follow.

1600

Adjourn
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Appendix B. Summary of Technology Transfer Legislation
This appendix provides a compendium of relevant technology transfer legislation, listed in
chronological order. Table B.1 relates the legislation to federally funded R&D.

The Morrill Land-Grant Act of 1862
•

Promoted education and innovation in science and technology by forming a system of
publicly supported research universities.

National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 (PL 85-568)
•

Granted NASA broad discretion in the performance of its functions.

•

Authorized the NASA Administrator to enter into and perform such contracts, leases,
cooperative agreements, or other transactions as may be necessary in the conduct of its
work and on such terms as it may deem appropriate, with any agency or instrumentality
of the United States, or with any State, Territory, or possession, or with any political
subdivision thereof, or with any person, firm, association, corporation, or educational
institution.

•

Permitted the Administrator to engage in international cooperative programs pursuant to
NASA’s mission.

The Freedom of Information Act (1966) (PL 104-231) [5 USC 552]
•

Provided a vehicle to inform the public about federal government activities.

•

Gave citizens the right to request agency records and have them available promptly.

Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 (PL 96-480) [15 USC
3701–3714]
•

Focused on dissemination of information.

•

Required Federal Laboratories to take an active role in technical cooperation.

•

Established Offices of Research and Technology Application at major federal
laboratories.

•

Established the Center for the Utilization of Federal Technology (in the National
Technical Information Service).
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Bayh-Dole Act of 1980 (PL 96-517)
•

Permitted universities, not-for-profits, and small businesses to obtain title to inventions
developed with governmental support.

•

Provided early on intellectual property rights protection of invention descriptions from
public dissemination and Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).

•

Allowed government-owned, government-operated (GOGO) laboratories to grant
exclusive licenses to patents.

Small Business Innovation Development Act of 1982 (PL 97-219)
•

Required agencies to provide special funds for small-business R&D connected to the
agencies’ missions.

•

Established the Small Business Innovation Research Program (SBIR).

Cooperative Research Act of 1984 (PL 98-462)
•

Eliminated the treble-damage aspect of antitrust concerns of companies wishing to pool
research resources and engage in joint precompetitive R&D.

•

Resulted in consortia, e.g., the Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC) and
Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC), among others.

Trademark Clarification Act of 1984 (PL 98-620)
•

Permitted decisions to be made at the laboratory level in government-owned, contractoroperated (GOCO) laboratories as to awarding licenses for patents.

•

Permitted contractors to receive patent royalties for use in R&D or awards, or for
education.

•

Permitted private companies, regardless of size, to obtain exclusive licenses.

•

Permitted laboratories run by universities and nonprofit institutions to retain title to
inventions, within limitations.

Japanese Technical Literature Act of 1986 (PL 99-382)
•

Improved the availability of Japanese science and engineering literature in the United
States.
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Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (PL 99-502)
•

Made technology transfer a responsibility of all federal laboratory scientists and
engineers.

•

Mandated that technology transfer responsibility be considered in employee performance
evaluations.

•

Established a principle of royalty sharing for federal inventors (15 percent minimum) and
set up a reward system for other innovators.

•

Legislated a charter for the Federal Laboratory Consortium for Technology Transfer and
provided a funding mechanism for that organization to carry out its work.

•

Provided specific requirements, incentives and authorities for the Federal Laboratories.

•

Empowered each agency to give the director of GOCO laboratories authority to enter into
cooperative R&D agreements and negotiate licensing agreements with streamlined
headquarters review.

•

Allowed laboratories to make advance agreements with large and small companies on
title and license to inventions resulting from Cooperative R&D Agreements (CRADAs)
with government laboratories.

•

Allowed directors of GOGO laboratories to negotiate licensing agreements for inventions
made at their laboratories.

•

Provided for exchanging GOGO laboratory personnel, services, and equipment with their
research partners.

•

Made it possible to grant and waive rights to GOGO laboratory inventions and
intellectual property.

•

Allowed current and former federal employees to participate in commercial development,
to the extent that there is no conflict of interest.

Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Improvement Act of 1987 (PL 100-107)
•

Established categories and criteria for the Malcolm Baldrige National Industry Award.

Executive Orders 12591 and 12618 (1987): Facilitating Access to Science and
Technology
•

Promoted the commercialization of science and technology.

Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 (PL 100-148)
•

Placed emphasis on the need for public/private cooperation in assuring full use of results
and resources.

•

Established centers for transferring manufacturing technology.
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•

Established Industrial Extension Services within states and an information clearinghouse
on successful state and local technology programs.

•

Changed the name of the National Bureau of Standards to the National Institute of
Standards and Technology and broadened its technology transfer role.

•

Extended royalty payment requirements to nongovernment employees of federal
laboratories.

•

Authorized Training Technology Transfer centers administered by the Department of
Education.

National Institute of Standards and Technology Authorization Act for FY
1989 (PL 100-519)
•

Established a Technology Administration within the Department of Commerce.

•

Permitted contractual consideration for rights to intellectual property, other than patents,
in cooperative research and development agreements.

•

Included software development contributors eligible for awards.

•

Clarified the rights of guest worker inventors regarding royalties.

Water Resources Development Act of 1988 (PL 100-676)
•

Authorized Army Corps of Engineers laboratories and research centers to enter into
cooperative research and development agreements.

•

Allowed the Corps to fund up to 50 percent of the cost of the cooperative project.

National Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act of 1989 (PL 101-189)
•

Granted GOCO federal laboratories the opportunity to enter into CRADAs and other
activities with universities and private industry, under essentially the same terms as stated
under the Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986.

•

Allowed information and innovations, brought into and created through cooperative
agreements, to be protected from disclosure.

•

Provided a technology transfer mission for the nuclear weapons laboratories.

Defense Authorization Act for FY 1991 (PL 101-510)
•

Established model programs for national defense laboratories to demonstrate successful
relationships among federal government, state and local governments, and small
businesses.
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•

Provided for a federal laboratory to enter into a contract or memorandum of
understanding with a partnership intermediary to perform services related to cooperative
or joint activities with small businesses.

•

Provided for the development and implementation of a National Defense Manufacturing
Technology Plan.

Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (PL 102-240)
•

Authorized the Department of Transportation to provide not more than 50 percent of the
cost of CRADAs for highway research and development.

•

Encouraged innovative solutions to highway problems and stimulated the marketing of
new technologies on a cost-shared basis of more than 50 percent if there is substantial
public interest or benefit.

American Technology Preeminence Act of 1991 (PL 102-245)
•

Extended Federal Laboratory Consortium (FLC) mandate, removed FLC responsibility
for conducting a grant program, and required the inclusion of the results of an
independent annual audit in the FLC Annual Report to Congress and the President.

•

Included intellectual property as potential contributions under CRADAs.

•

Required the Secretary of Commerce to report on the advisability of authoring a new
form of CRADA that permits federal contributions of funds.

•

Allowed laboratory directors to give excess equipment to educational institutions and
nonprofit organizations as a gift.

Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Act of 1992 (PL 102-564)
•

Established a three-year pilot program—Small Business Technology Transfer
(STTR)—at the Department of Defense (DoD), Department of Energy (DOE),
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), and the National Science Foundation (NSF).

•

Directed the Small Business Administration (SBA) to oversee and coordinate the
implementation of the STTR Program.

•

Designed the STTR to be similar to the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)
program.

•

Required each of the five agencies listed above to fund cooperative R&D projects
involving a small company and a researcher at a university, federally funded research and
development center, or nonprofit research center.

National Department of Defense Authorization Act for 1993 (PL 102-25)
•

Facilitated and encouraged technology transfer to small businesses.
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National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1993 (PL 102-484)
•

Established the DoD Office of Technology Transition.

•

Extended the streamlining of small-business technology transfer procedures for nonfederal laboratory contractors.

•

Directed the DOE to issue guidelines to facilitate technology transfer to small businesses.

•

Extended the potential for CRADAs to some DoD-funded Federally Funded Research
and Development Centers (FFRDCs) not owned by the government.

National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 (PL 103-160)
•

Broadened the definition of a laboratory to include the weapons production facilities of
the DOE.

National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995 (PL 104-113)
•

Gave CRADA partners sufficient intellectual property rights to justify prompt
commercialization of inventions resulting from a CRADA.

•

Authorized CRADA partners the right to an exclusive or nonexclusive license resulting
from a CRADA.

Technology Transfer Commercialization Act of 2000 (PL 106-404)
•

Improved the ability of federal agencies to license federally owned inventions by
reforming technology training authorities under the Bayh-Dole Act.

•

Permitted laboratories to bring already existing government inventions into a CRADA.
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Table B.1

SA

S-W

EO

TCA

USBPPA

PERFORMERS of FEDERAL R&D

AEA/FNERA

B-D

TOTAL Conduct of Federal R&D by All Performers

DOD

HHS

NASA

DOE

NSF

USDA

DOC

Other

TOTAL 2002
(estimated
obligations in
1,000's)

34,235,264

23,815,897

7,259,400

6,321,757

3,017,080

1,805,885

1,111,554

3,078,614

80,645,451

7,898,700
272,400
400,500
212,100
1,615,300
258,000

4,133,700
67,000
42,500
270,400
13,528,600
3,806,900

1,841,900
1,199,700
5,100
200
845,100
444,400

510,100
2,481,800
549,800
895,000
643,600
49,600

20,300
167,600
5,300
0
2,506,200
163,900

1,268,200
0
0
0
500,900
16,300

911,300
100
100
0
109,100
10,000

1,701,000
25,200
115,600
19,700
450,100
341,800

18,285,200
4,213,800
1,118,900
1,397,400
20,198,900
5,090,900

23,473,800
19,436,306
4,037,494

1,710,300
371,135
1,339,165

2,900,700
2,201,631
699,069

1,078,800
569,606
509,194

130,300
16,418
113,882

14,100
592
13,508

74,200
41,849
32,351

432,800
319,437
113,363

29,815,000
22,956,975
6,858,025

X

2,900
101,700

167,100
89,400

8,100
41,300

11,500
1,500

10,200
13,300

3,000
3,400

6,500
200

60,000
5,300

269,300
256,100

77%
40%

26,232,100
5,910,794

19,425,700
18,674,665

5,395,200
1,988,569

5,698,600
1,202,394

2,973,300
2,783,982

531,300
530,708

193,500
151,451

1,385,200
905,263

61,834,900
32,147,825

1,205,000
2,201,631

3,926,600
569,606

172,900
16,418

200
41,849

160,500
319,437

6,730,100
22,956,975

917,800

1,761,000

Federal laboratory
Operated
Operated
Operated
Operated

by USG (intramural)
by university/college (i.e., GOCO FFRDC)
by non-profit (i.e., GOCO FFRDC)
by industrial firm (i.e., GOCO FFRDC)

Universities & Colleges
Non-profit/non-educational
Industry/business1

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

Large business (est.)
Small business (est.)

X
X

X

Other
State/Local U.S. government
Foreign government

na

Bayh-Dole Act (B-D) (35 USC 200 et. seq.)
University and Small Business Patent Procedures Act (USBPPA)

Trademark Clarification Act (TCA)

2

8%
28%

E.O. 12591 (EO)
3

Stevenson-Wydler (S-W) (15 USC 3700, et. seq.)
4

Space Act (SA) (42 USC 2457)

20%

885,000
19,436,306

379,900
371,135

7,901,600

4,300,800

2%

na

na

1%

na

na

8,100
1,841,900

11,500
na

30,500

0
592
1,271,200

16,202,500

na

na

na

na

1,841,900

na

na

na

na

510,100

Atomic Energy Act (AECA) (42 USC 2182) and Federal Nonnuclear Energy
5

Research Act (FNERA) (42 USC 5908)

na

510,100

Basic Research
Major Systems Development

Too early for TT
Off limits for TT

1,363,205
25,246,972

12,969,005
0

2,548,050
0

2,339,169
0

2,799,076
0

Applied Research and Non-Major Systems Development

Prime Candidates
for TT

7,625,087

10,846,892

4,711,350

3,982,588

218,004

Life Sciences
Engineering
Mathematics and computer sciences
Environmental Science
Physical Sciences
Psychology
Social sciences
Other Applied Research n.e.c.
Development, Non-Major Systems

30%
16%
5%
5%
4%
3%
3%
2%
31%

406,149
2,010,441
699,457
128,729
161,156
40,322
26,782
183,988
3,968,064

7,718,402
236,673
94,600
238,543
375,403
899,644
260,755
342,459
680,413

150,301
1,258,802
45,310
308,224
90,316
13,259
0
6,713
2,838,425

44,909
857,352
711,931
56,388
485,377
0
0
9,100
1,817,531

15,911
125,367
19,970
2,009
23,688
25
15,160
15,874
0

848,751
0

53,351
0

478,684
0

23,399,291
25,246,972

957,134

1,058,203

2,599,930

31,999,188

188,969
145,558
76,547
384,324
82,867
0
27,767
60,848
91,323

542,042
337,135
31,782
463,383
52,575
76,920
472,257
98,245
525,580

9,666,706
5,006,689
1,690,342
1,588,587
1,309,253
1,030,445
915,973
719,622
10,071,571

600,023
35,361
10,745
6,987
37,861
275
113,252
2,395
150,235

All amounts are from "Federal Funds for Research and Development: Fiscal Years 2000, 2001, and 2002, Volume 50 (NSF 02-321).
1

The percent of each agency's R&D contracts that were awarded to Small Businesses were determined using RaDiUS. Since the government-wide percent is 25%, this amount was used to determine "Other."

2

In implementing the TCA requirements, DOE has effectively adopted, via the provisions of FFRDC M&O contracts, the language of Stevenson-Wydler.

3

The technology transfer activities of all federal intraumral R&D is governed by Stevenson-Wydler, while their patenting and licensing activities are governed by Bayh-Dole. Stevenson-Wydler was amended by the Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986
which allowed lbaoratories to license their inventions, and after sharing 15% with the employee inventor, keep all the remaining royalities.
4

The Space Act governs the intramural technology transfer activities of NASA only.

5

The Atomic Energy Act and the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research Act govern the intramural technology transfer activities of DOE only.

Appendix C. Measuring Technology Transfer
Because technology consists of knowledge that may be embedded in complex processes, it is
difficult to quantify and assess the transfer of that knowledge. Systematic study of technology
transfer is still a fairly youthful field, having come into prominence over the past two decades,
partly in response to the Bayh-Dole and Stevenson-Wydler Acts of 1980. This appendix focuses
on the current state of metrics for analyzing federal technology transfer activities.
In this appendix, we address three questions:
•

What are the main mechanisms of technology transfer?

•

What constitutes a successful transfer?

•

What metrics have been used to measure transfer and evaluate “success”?

Measurement and Analysis Issues
Successful measurement and analysis must begin with clear concepts and definitions that answer
important questions, such as what “technology transfer” means, and which activities and
processes are included and excluded. An interagency working group of the Interagency
Committee on Federal Technology Transfer (chaired by the Department of Commerce) has
provided useful answers by identifying the most important mechanisms of federal technology
transfer:
1. Licensing
Legislation enacted over the past two decades to streamline the process of patenting and
licensing by universities, national laboratories, and federal agencies of the results of federally
funded research has greatly increased the volume of patent applications. The motivation for
seeking to increase patent applications includes the revenue stream generated from licensing
the patent and the protection afforded by a patent, attracting companies, investors, and
entrepreneurs to license the patent for commercial application.
New technology-based companies established to commercialize technologies developed by
federally funded research and development often involve the professors and university
students who developed the technology. These researchers bring with them in-depth
knowledge and a level of effort borne out of their personal stake in the success of the
technology transfer.
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2. Cooperative activities
Cooperative activities between universities or federal laboratories and the private sector are
facilitated through legal mechanisms. These mechanisms include CRADAs and Space Act
agreements, for example.
3. Technical assistance
Research personnel and scientists at universities or federal laboratories provide paid or
unpaid technology consulting to commercial firms.
4. Reimbursable work for nonfederal partners
5. Use of facilities
6. Exchange programs
The exchange of personnel in either direction between research organizations and
commercial enterprises can develop informal channels of communication that enable
successful transfer of technology. Professors spending their sabbaticals in a company
laboratory are exposed to technical challenges that they can bring back to their laboratories
while also contributing knowledge toward solving more immediate problems. The
knowledge they bring back to their laboratories will provide a broader context for their work
and their training of students, who will, in turn, bring knowledge with them as they join the
workforce. Student internships at companies serve a similar purpose.
Companies may also identify specific research groups whose work is of interest to them and
send technical personnel to work in those laboratories through formal collaborations and joint
development projects.
7. Collegial interchange, publications, and conferences
The publication and presentation of research is another major pathway by which information
about methods, processes, and discoveries is disseminated. Informal conversations during
conferences may likewise foster the person-to-person connections that lead to technology
transfer.
The education and training of students may result in transfers of knowledge from university
research into the private sector. Students contribute to technology through their research
activities at their universities, followed by their moving into the workforce, whether into an
established company, into government, or by starting a company based on their graduate
work. The national laboratories and federal agencies participate in this form of technology
transfer as well, although to a lesser extent, given the nature of their primary missions.
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Some technology transfers may involve only a single event, while others may span two or more
events. For example, a collegial interchange may lead scientists from a business firm and a
laboratory to design a cooperative R&D project resulting in a CRADA. From that experience,
the firm might license some intellectual property from the laboratory. Once a relationship is
developed between a business firm and a laboratory, that relationship may come to encompass
many technology transfer mechanisms.
Defining these mechanisms is the first step in understanding how to gauge the success of
technology transfer. Next, the goals of the transfer must be articulated clearly, so that
measurement can address them. Although defining a vision of success sounds straightforward,
in fact there may be serious difficulties in defining a measure of what constitutes success. For
example, many laboratory technology transfer officials believe that the completed hand-off of a
technology constitutes success.27 After all, once the transfer is made to a commercial firm, there
are many non-technology factors over which the transferor has limited influence, and these
factors affect whether the transferor’s contribution will have an economic impact. In addition,
defining success by the number of hand-offs simplifies the measurement task and directly
indicates the transferor’s skill at making transfers.
However, this limited definition is inadequate for addressing some policy questions. There is
policy interest in knowing whether the universities and federal laboratories are contributing to
the nation's economic well-being and competitiveness. Knowing this requires systems that
measure the economic impact of technology transfers. Such impacts might be measured in the
dollar amounts of new sales, payrolls, and similar outcomes at the societal level. But in many
cases the impact will be felt mostly at the business-firm level and may take the form of cost
reduction or cost avoidance, concepts that are more subjective and more difficult to measure.
Moreover, many federally funded R&D activities involve universities and federal laboratories,
where the culture and organizational goals differ from those in the commercial sector.
Consequently, industry has no single definition of successful interaction with universities and
federal laboratories. Some would consider new or improved products and short-term profits to
be the bottom line, judging success or failure on that basis. However, a survey of Industrial
Research Institute members indicated that a majority of chief technical officers believe the most
important payoffs from these interactions occur in the form of access to knowledge and
expertise, leveraging R&D, sharing risks, and complementary R&D portfolios.28 These benefits
______________
27 Robb (1991).
28 Roessner (1993), p. 8.
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have economic impacts, but the impacts emerge only in the long-term. Some analysts feel that
industry views of success may be influenced by company size. Large firms with internal product
development and R&D tend to seek more generic technologies and expertise in earlier stages of
maturity, whereas smaller firms more often seek help with products and processes at a point
closer to commercialization.29
After the parties agree on goals, the challenge of measurement becomes constructing metrics that
capture the appropriate characteristics of the technology, the actors, and the transfer to determine
if the goals are being met. Measurement activities involve collecting data about actual processes
and efforts. For example, if one goal of transfer is to generate a profusion of patents and
licenses, then published data on patents and licenses are a source of information about the output
from the processes and activities. Sidebar C.1 illustrates how several different measures of
technology transfer are used to assess the impact of the Bayh-Dole Act on innovation. Special
surveys and case studies of firms, laboratories, and universities are other sources of information
about inputs, processes, and outputs. Sometimes a measure is very particular to the goal or area
of development. For example, one innovative approach examines the Word Wide Web as a
conduit of scientific knowledge to biotechnology developers. Another features a large database
of strategic organizational alliances among universities, laboratories, and industrial firms.
Statistical analysis of these varied data shows promise in understanding the so-called “valley of
death” in technology transfer: the gap in funding, for example, between the time a paper is
published and the decision to invest in the technology described in the paper.
______________
29 Kassicieh and Radosevich (1994).
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Sidebar C.1—Assessing the Impact of Bayh-Dole on Innovation

Analysts at the Economist magazine measured the impact of Bayh-Dole on American
innovation.30 They noted that before Bayh-Dole “inventions and discoveries made in American
universities, teaching hospitals, national laboratories and non-profit institutions sat in warehouses
gathering dust.” The U.S. government owned 28,000 patents in 1980, but only 5 percent had
been licensed to industry. At the same time, the federal government was providing 60 percent of
the funding for academic research. However, since Bayh-Dole was passed, there has been a
tenfold increase in patents generated at universities, and the universities have created 2,200 firms
to commercialize research done in their laboratories. Rather than absorbing funds, universities
have begun generating funds for the American economy, creating 260,000 jobs and pumping $40
billion annually into the economy.

The Metrics and Their Uses
Despite the challenges in measuring and assessing technology transfer, it is possible to develop
useful metrics of technology transfer. Practitioners and scholars of technology transfer have
developed diverse metrics, including:
•

Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics graduates taking jobs in the
technology sector

•

Patents

•

Manufacturing innovations

•

Web hits to a science database

•

Innovation networks

•

Transfer mechanisms

•

Knowledge spillovers.31

Table C.1 describes the following seven characteristics of each of these metrics

•

Definition. How is this metric defined in actual use? Each metric corresponds to at least
several operational definitions.

•

Application field. For which fields of science or technology has this metric been
collected?

______________
30 “Innovation’s Golden Goose,” (2002).
31 Another possible metric of interest is cost savings: the savings in having someone else do the research and transfer it.
For example, cost savings have been documented for a major development at DuPont--the replacement of Freon (Kanter, Kao,
and Wiersema1997, pp. 84-85).
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•

Directly or indirectly measured. Is the transfer directly observed in data or a case
study, or is it inferred from statistical estimation of relationships between innovation
activities of transferors and transferees?

•

Data source. Is this measure documented in publicly available data, special surveys, or
case studies?

•

Strengths. What are the main advantages of this metric, compared with others?

•

Weaknesses. What are the main drawbacks?

•

Key citations. What papers or books have developed this metric or collected data on it?

Table C.2 summarizes how the same seven metrics have been used to describe or understand the
elements of technology transfer. The table summarizes the following five aspects of the use of
the metrics:
•

Application field. To which fields of science or technology has this metric been
applied?

•

Focus on transferor, transferee, or process? Which category of actor in the process
gets the researcher’s attention, or is the attention on the process itself?

•

What is the purpose or hypothesis for the analysis? What question—academic or
practical—motivates the research?

•

Principal findings. What research results have emerged to advance the science or
inform the actions of universities, laboratories, firms, or government?

•

Key citations. What papers or books present or summarize these analyses?
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Table C.1: Definitions and Characteristics of Technology Transfer Metrics
Metrics

Definition

STEM Graduates
Number of degree recipients beginning
Taking Jobs in
private sector technical employment
Tech Sector

Patents

Manufacturing
Innovations

Innovation
Networks

Application
Field

All fields

Directly or
Indirectly
Measured
Directly
measured

Data Source

National Science
Foundation

Strengths
–A measure of human capital inflows to
industry
–Measured at all degree levels
–Available for major fields of study and
industrial sector
–Available annually

Weaknesses

–Does not indicate quality of education

National Science Board (2002),

–Not the equivalent of a direct measure of innovative output
–Many inventions are not patented, probably increasingly in some industries

Acs and Audretsch (1989), Griliches
(1990), Hall et al (2001)

Available only for 1982

Acs and Audretsch (1988, 1990)

number applied for/granted; by field of
S&T; whether basic or applied; by country All Fields
and institutional affiliation of applicant

Directly
measured

United States
Patent and Trade
Office

–Data characteristics are known through
extensive analysis
–Various prepared data files available
–Available for many countries

Number of innovations recorded by the
SBA in 1982 from leading technology,
engineering, and trade journals

Directly
measured

Publicly available

Includes inventions not patented but still
introduced into the market and excludes
those that were patented but yet never
appeared in the market

Directly
measured

Justice Department
administrative
records on strategic
partnership
formation; public
patent data, and
publically available

–A process measure that characterizes
strategic alliances
–Includes all strategic partnerships registered
with the Federal government
–Merges data on nature and technical area of
partnership with data from other sources for
each of the partners

Directly
measured

analysis of server
logs of genomic
sequencing data
from the three
largest public global
biodatabases

–A direct measure of transfer activity
–A “pull” measure
–Applicable only to transfers occurring over the web
–Very large number of
–Requires high volume of transfers for statistical analysis
transactionsidentification of type of transferee
–May require web source permission to acquire data
–Identification of detailed application field of
information

Directly
measured

Special survey or
case study

Indirectly
estimated

–Published patent
data
–Published federal
business statistics
Requires no direct measure of transfer
reported by industry
and geography
–Special surveys of
firms

Databases of panel data on strategic
partnerships (joint ventures) among
companies, universities and laboratories;
on patents and patent citations; and on
company financial performance. 19851999.

Separate
manufacturing
industries

All fields

Information accessed from databases,
Web hits to
Genomics
e.g., number of “hits”, average time spent
Science Databases
(so far)
on page, # of downloads

Transfer
Mechanisms

# sign-in visitors from the university; #
meetings together; # documents sent from
a university (push); # university
documents requested by firm staff (pull); # All Fields
seminars attended; # personnel
exchanges/transfers; time required to
complete agreements; etc.

Knowledge
Spillovers

Estimated statistical relationship between
innovation activity at universities, labs, or
other firms, on the one hand, and
All Fields
innovation activity, new technology, or
economic effects at transferee firms, on
the other hand

Documents detailed transfer opportunities

Key Citations

–

Vonortas (2001)

Enriquez and Martinez (2002)

–Hard to define a project’s start, end, and boundaries—once adopted by the firm or
not until commercialized?
–Hard to deal with the counterfactual—Would the transferee have developed the
technology even without the transfer?
–Universities and firms can be reluctant to provide data
–Experiences tend to be localized and hard to generalize

Melkers and Cozzens (1997), Feller
(1988), Janis (1997), Bennett (1997)

–Requires econometric expertise to estimate inferred transfer activity
–Does not identify mechanisms of tech transfer

Mansfield (1980), Jaffe (1986),
Zoltan et.al. (1994)

Table C.2: Analytical Uses of Technology Transfer Metrics
Metrics

STEM Graduates Taking
Jobs in Tech Sector

Patents

Manufacturing Innovations

Innovation Networks

Application Field

Focus

Few so far

Process

Many

To study the relationship between patent
–Strong positive correlation between firms’ R&D expenditures and their patents
activity in universities and Federal labs, on
Both transferor and
–Strong positive correlation between patent activity in nearby universities and measures of firms’ R&D effectiveness
the one hand, and technology adoption
transferee
–Citation-weighted measures of patents are more highly correlated with firms’ market value than unweighted measures
and use in the private sector, on the other
hand.

Manufacturing

Transferee

To improve on patents as a measure of
output of firm’s S&T activities

All Fields

Process

To study the efficacy of different forms of
strategic partenerships in inducing
technology transfer and innovation

Web hits to Science Databases

Genomics
(so far)

Transferee

Transfer Mechanisms

All Fields

Process

Knowledge Spillovers

Purposes
Principal Findings
To study the relationship between the
number of new STEM employees, and
These personnel flows are yet to be directly examined as a factor in thechnology tranfer
technology adoption and use in the private
sector

All Fields

–Impact of university spillovers is greater on firms’ innovations than on firms' patents
–Influence of geographic proximity of universities is much stronger on firms’ innovations than on firms' patents

Analysis is just underway, using formal network models

–Nucleotide data to be transferred is growing super exponentially
–The U.S.database is increasingly dominant in both data and access, compared to European and Japanese databases
–Half of world database access comes from U.S. organizations
–98% of downloads from the Japanese database were from Japan, but foreigners account for more than half the downloads
To describe amount of data transferred, by from U.S. and Europe
characteristics of firms and labs, by
–The top three accessing countries accounted for 3/4 of total usage
country, and by application field
–The most active .edu user accounted for 1/4 of all U.S. .edu downloads. The top 10 accounted for 92%.
–U.S. .com use was almost as concentrated, 17% and 85% respectively.
–.com downloads were very rare in Japan compared with 48% in U.S.
–Humans grew from 0% of genome module downloads to 85% between 1998 and 2001

–To evaluate tech transfer experiences
–To identify best practice mechanisms for Findings are for specific partnerships and states
adoption by universities and firms

–Nearby university research has substantial effect on corporate patent activity in drugs, medical technology, electronics, optics,
and nuclear technology, and less in other fields
–spillovers from universities are a more important input for generating innovative activity in small firms than in large ones.
–Adoption of innovations from outside the firm occurs more rapidly in firms that themselves spend more on R&D. Hence, firms
–To identify conditions favorable and
may invest in R&D even when it produces little innovation directly, in order to be able to assimilate and exploit innovations from
unfavorable to transfer
outside.
Both transferor and
–To estimate the effects of transferor S&T –Firms whose research is in application areas where there is much research by other firms have, on average, more patents per
transferee
activity on transferee activity and
dollar of R&D and a higher return to R&D in terms of accounting profits or market value. Profitability of low R&D firms is lower in
economic outcomes
this environment than otherwise.
–Number of manufacturing innovations yielded per dollar of in-state university research is highest in mechanical industries and
lowest in chemical industries. Yield of manufacturing innovation per university patent is also highest in electronics and lowest in
chemicals.

Key Citations
–

Griliches
(1990), Hall
et.al. (2000)

Acs,
et.al.(1992)

Vonortas
(2001)

Enriquez and
Martinez
(2002)

Bozeman
(1997),
Melkers and
Cozzens
(1997)

Link and Rees
(1990),
Audretsch
and Feldman
(1996), Jafe
(1986), Jaffe
(1989), Cohen
and Levinthal
(1989), Acs
et.al. (1994)

Promising Research Directions in the Measurement of Technology Transfer
Some early measurements of technology transfer relied on available data, which was not always
adequate. But in the past two decades, evaluators have made substantial progress. They no
longer look “under the lamppost” (where the light was good but the target item may not have
been hiding) and instead use metrics, a value of which can be used to determine if goals have
been met. For example, it is straightforward to count patents as a measure of success, but the
existence of a patent does not indicate whether or how frequently the patented technology is
being used. However, when one patent is cited in another patent application, the citation implies
that patents are building on each other; the technology is being amplified or extended. Today’s
patent databases now include detailed and complex adjustments for citations, more accurately
reflecting the activity related to a single patent’s utility and adoption. Similarly, measuring Web
hits to science databases captures a sense of the activity related to a particular idea. Each link
requires permission for accessing the confidentiality-protected source records, in addition to
confidentiality protection protocols to satisfy institutional review boards. The complex coding
and aggregation of the millions of observations yield a way to compare the utility of one idea
with another, as well as the degree to which an idea has penetrated its target community.
To support the analysis of how innovations are being embraced, George Washington University
is creating “innovation networks” databases. These repositories require laborious exact matching
of diverse files from different federal agencies and updating of those files over time. But the
information they contain reflects relationships not visible in any other way. For example, a
category called “transfer mechanisms” documents many of the process characteristics not
normally collected in records of laboratories, universities, and firms. The database analysts have
made serious attempts to measure intra-organizational process characteristics that are relevant
and important, far beyond the numbers that are readily available or that are easy to obtain.
Whereas early attempts at transfer-related measurements were relatively simple, current
measurement efforts are more difficult but richer. For example, the econometric analyses
underlying “knowledge spillover” research can be statistically complex and computationally
demanding, but they provide important insight into the degree to which knowledge in one field is
applied to other fields. Here, the form of technology transfer is not necessarily toward immediate
commercialization, but is simply the beneficial sharing of know-how and knowledge.
Still, there is room for improvement in data collection and analysis. No particular metric is
appropriate for all applications, nor is any particular analytical tool correct for answering every
question. Some promising avenues for research have only recently opened. Yet the principal
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findings (sampled in Table C.2), even from a field barely 20 years old, are already varied and
useful. They point in some instances to patterns worthy of closer attention from practitioners of
technology transfer and from policymakers. Other findings hint at patterns that should now be
examined in directed research.
Among the measurement issues yet to be investigated systematically are the generalizations
posited by participants in the PCAST Technology Transfer Forum on December 12, 2002, which
were generated from their own experiences and are listed in Sidebar C.2. These statements
should be considered hypotheses whose generality is yet to be established.
Sidebar C.2—Issues Related to Technology Transfer Measurement (from Forum Participants)

Perceptions of Technology Transfer Forum participants:
•

The inventor must be involved in technology transfer, especially early in development—for
his or her expertise and vision—for the transfer to succeed.

•

A greater number of revolutionary technologies spin out into new small companies, and not
large established firms.

•

Vis-à-vis private industry, the national laboratories are better at building small numbers or
three of something, rather than mass producing a great many.

•

Once a company has worked successfully one time with a laboratory or university, the
process is much easier thereafter.

The statements from the forum participants in Sidebar C.2, combined with other measurement
issues and contexts, suggest ten research challenges that merit investigation:
1. Relating and integrating analyses of direct and indirect metrics. Direct and indirect
measurements are sometimes two distinct bodies of work conducted by people in different
disciplines with different orientations and tools.
2. Integrating analyses of direct and indirect metrics? by building data sets that combine
organization-level transfer mechanisms with the firm characteristics used in spillover
analysis.
3. Identifying fields other than genomics in which Web hits to science databases can
characterize the transfer.
4. Attending to the different cultures in which developers and inventors, university and
laboratory transfer offices, and industrial firms operate.
5. Incorporating risk, particularly by identifying where in the process risk is assumed, and
taking risk into account in both measurement and analysis.
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6. Understanding the impact on technology transfer of the shift from government to industry as
the major source of R&D investment.
7. Extending the research now under way that describes and explains the internationalization of
innovation and transfer.
8. Examining the effects of technology transfer attaining the major goals of government,
universities, laboratories, and industry. Such goals might include productivity growth,
faculty retention, local amenities to facilitate hiring, and increased stock values, respectively.
9. Moving beyond description and analysis toward direct evaluation of the effects and
effectiveness of relevant laws and regulations.
10. Carefully specifying the disciplinary and organizational domains in which particular research
findings are applicable.

Summary
There are several mechanisms for transferring technology. The main ones are fairly wellunderstood. They include licensing, cooperative research and development agreements,
technical assistance, reimbursable work for nonfederal partners, sharing of facilities, exchange
programs, collegial interchange, publications, and conferences.
There are also many ways to measure and quantify technology transfer. The applicability of
each measure depends on many things, including the goals of the organizations involved, the
degree to which the measure is objective or subjective, and the accuracy and appropriateness of
the way the data are collected and analyzed.
Ultimately, assessments of technology transfer depend on how success is defined. Although
setting goals may seem straightforward, the nature of collaborative efforts and diverse notions of
success across different organizations and cultures can make it difficult to determine if the goals
have been met. Thus, addressing many measurement challenges depends on developing clearer
views of success, both in the short-term and long-term.
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Appendix D. Toward Finding Best Practices
The situations in which technology is developed and adopted are numerous and diverse, and each
situation has its own particular characteristics. Identifying best practices requires a shared sense
of what is meant by "successful technology transfer." As indicated in Appendix C, notions of
success differ, depending on the context and intent of the transfer, and measures of success
depend on one’s goals. Assuming it is possible to measure overall success within some context,
we can then identify those practices that help to meet those goals. That is, measures of success,
even when they differ from one situation to another, can shed light on which technology transfer
activities encourage movement from concept to reality to goods or services.
This appendix builds on this understanding of success by describing how to seek a set of
practices that facilitate technology transfer, derived from the accumulated experience of
universities, national laboratories, and corporations. The appendix also highlights several
practices that seem likely to promote effective technology transfer and, thus, are good candidates
for closer examination.
In this appendix, we address two main questions:
•

What are the important variables of a framework for defining best practice?

•

How can these variables help in modeling and evaluating candidate best practices?

The Search for Best Practices
Most sources of best practice derive from stories that are published or publicly presented.
Lessons emerge from the experiences of others that are shared in forums that include
professional societies (e.g., the Association of University Technology Managers), journals (e.g.,
the Journal of Technology Transfer), and Internet bulletin boards (e.g., Techno-L Digest).32
These sources may reflect a variety of evidence, ranging from carefully measured variables (such
as the number of people involved, the amount of money spent, and the time to market a
technology) to subjective and varied opinions about which practices and products had the
greatest positive impact on a transfer’s success. In seeking credible evidence of best practices, it
______________
32 Techno_L Digest is a discussion forum for patent attorneys, technology transfer, and licensing professionals in
universities, government, non-profit research institutions, and in private industry. It is hosted at http://www.uventures.com/ (click
Techo-L).
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is important to frame a search in the context of a search for variables and their relationships.
That is, it is vital to model a particular technology transfer process, define measures of success
for activities and outputs, identify the variables involved, and look for relationships that will
indicate whether certain inputs and relationships yield certain outputs or outcomes.
Thus, the first step in gathering evidence is finding descriptions of past practices and outcomes.
In examining each description, it can be useful to pose several questions about what was done in
the past:
•

What are the risks in technology transfer? Each element of technology transfer has its
own set of risks. Moreover, the more revolutionary, rather than evolutionary, the
technology is, the greater are the attendant risks. However, the potential payoffs are high,
so it is incumbent upon all parties to recognize the risks in each other’s areas of
responsibility and to work collaboratively to reduce them.

•

How much support was provided internally and externally? Support may include
management, technology/research staff, and technology transfer administrators. Trust
and a common understanding of expectations may also play a role in support and
guidance.

•

What are the key activities in the model of technology transfer that was used? What steps
were taken, and what are the dependencies among the steps? That is, which things had to
be accomplished before other activities could begin?

•

What are the roles of the key actors in the technology transfer model? It is important to
find out who performs each activity and to understand the organizational hierarchy—i.e.,
who reports to whom?

In looking carefully at examples of technology transfer, one can identify variables associated
with the issues of successful technology transfer and the way they were resolved. Among those
variables might be
•

Institutional incentives

•

Organizational culture

•

Job descriptions

•

Performance evaluation measures

•

Disclosure and patenting procedures

•

Previous experience with technology

•

Previous experience with technology transfer

•

Expectations of outcome

•

Relevant standards

•

Time horizons

•

Channels of communication
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•

Cost

•

Conflicts of mission (in terms of discipline, ownership of results, and such).

We use these variables and their relationships to build candidate models of how technology
transfer was accomplished, either successfully or unsuccessfully.

Finding Candidates for Best Practices
This section discusses a preliminary set of practices and barriers that motivate investigation of
new practices for improving technology transfer. The selection is based on a review of the
literature, responses submitted to the questionnaire associated with the PCAST forum, and a
limited number of additional interviews of university, national laboratory, and corporate actors
involved in technology transfer. Despite differences in organizational missions, structures, and
constraints, the following practices were mentioned by many forum participants and seem to
apply equally across many organizations.

Organizational Aids for Technology Transfer
Successful implementation of technology transfer policy requires support at all levels of an
organization. Three especially important organizational activities include:
1. Establishing a technology transfer office
2. Identifying and valuing intellectual property, including an appropriate intellectual property
strategy (which may be sector-specific)
3. Creating mechanisms and incentives for getting researchers involved in technology transfer.
We next consider each of these in turn.
Technology Transfer Office. Skill at technology transfer generally improves as organizations
become more experienced at it. The learning curve is seldom smooth, however, and there are
numerous tales of frustration. A well-trained technology transfer office staff whose mission is
supported by the organization may make learning easier for the rest of the organization. The
technology transfer office staff can possess technical, business, and legal skills to work
effectively with technical staff to identify, evaluate and develop a strategy both for identifying
intellectual property and for patenting, marketing, and licensing it.
One of the most important roles of a technology transfer office relates to all participants in the
technology transfer: working toward an understanding of each stakeholder’s needs, priorities,
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risks, and statutory limitations.33 The differences in culture, time scales, expectations, rewards,
and priorities, among other differences, suggest that the investment in learning to work together
is best recouped through ongoing long-term relationships between transferor and transferee.
Identification, assessment, and valuation of intellectual property and decisions on
appropriate intellectual property strategy. Once technology reaches a certain level of
maturity, it is ready to be considered for transferring to industry. If the number of invention
disclosures is a useful measure of success, then technology transfer organizations can increase
the number of invention disclosures by training the researchers to recognize potential intellectual
property. Providing streamlined procedures for disclosure and patenting can develop a positive
feedback loop, encouraging continued engagement of the researchers. Intermediary groups or
networks may also be set up to identify inventions and assist in their evaluation. A review board
comprising experts from different fields may also be valuable in identifying cross-cutting
applications, challenging researchers to broaden the scope of their work.
Decisions about valuing intellectual property depends on several factors, including the promise
of payoffs derived from patents. However, the payoffs are generally smaller than expected. For
example, as Agrawal and Henderson report, “Most [MIT Mechanical and Electrical Engineering]
faculty members estimate that patents account for less than 10 percent of the knowledge that
transfers from their labs.34 Moreover, most laboratory inventions are far from ready for
commercial implementation, even though they may have great potential. That is, additional steps
are usually required to take an invention through development and into commercial practice or
production. At the same time, it is difficult to interest firms in immature technologies without a
prototype or proof of concept. Thus, value from the perspective of the university is not the same
as value from the perspective of a commercial investor.
Any model of the intellectual property process (creation, identification and capture) must include
these notions of valuation. To see how they may differ, consider the example of computer
science intellectual property (IP). At the Computing Research Association’s Snowbird
conference in July 2002, J. Strother Moore of the University of Texas at Austin refuted the
popular argument that computer science IP generates substantial revenue for universities. Moore
______________
33 The following quote is an example of the oft-cited corporate view of collaboration with universities: “Typically at
present, negotiating a contract to perform collaborative research with an American university takes one to two years of
exchanging emails by attorneys, punctuated by long telephone conference calls involving the scientists who wish to work
together. All too often, the company spends more on attorneys’ fees than the value of the contract being negotiated. This
situation has driven many large companies away from working with American universities altogether, and they are looking for
alternate research partners. Universities will in general receive far more funding in the form of research contracts from high-tech
companies than they will by licensing technology, because of the short life of such technologies and the fact that it is always
possible to substitute one technology for another” (Williams, 2002).
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analyzed the licensing income of universities and concluded that while IP is indeed a powerful
revenue generator for universities, only a fraction of the fees comes from licensing computer
science or electrical and computer engineering innovations.35 A similar analysis by Dave
Hodges, former Dean at the University of California at Berkeley, led to significant changes in the
flexibility of University of California campuses in negotiating sponsors’ rights to university
intellectual property developed in computer science and electrical engineering-based sponsored
research.36, 37
In the fields of biotechnology and medicinal research, individual patents have potentially greater
commercial value because of their closer association with a specific application.38 The rapid
developments in these fields have far outpaced the regulatory system’s ability to address
questions raised by the new technologies, such as whether clinical or other trials are necessary,
or whether DNA-related research may be patented. The subsequent bureaucratic delays and
lengthy processes have contributed to turmoil within the research communities, as expressed by
several participants at the December 12 forum.
In other, more mature industries dealing with materials and manufacturing processes, such as
chemicals or semiconductors, individual patents are less important than “baskets” of technology
because companies are often heavily cross-licensed. Companies are interested in access to ideas
at the scientific frontier and access to high-quality graduates, who are effective vehicles for the
transfer of academic research results to industry. For firms with these objectives, extensive
requirements for specification and negotiation of the disposition of intellectual property rights
from collaborative research may impede such collaboration.
Organizational mechanisms and incentives for researcher/inventor involvement in and
support for technology transfer. Successful technology transfer often requires the support and
specialized knowledge of the researcher/inventor beyond the formal licensing of a patent. In
defining the organizational goals and objectives for technology transfer, forum participants made
it clear that mechanisms for enabling and encouraging the extra commitment of time and effort
by the researcher need to be considered within the context of the other organizational priorities.
For example, a manager of a federal research facility noted the difficulty of getting laboratory
____________________________________________________________
34Agrawal and Henderson (2002), pp. 44–60.
35 Moore (2002).
36 August 30, 2000, memo from the University of California at Berkeley Office of Technology Transfer on the Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science Intellectual Property Pilot Program. (http://patron.ucop.edu/ottmemos/docs/ott00-02.html).
37 Much computer-related intellectual property is copyrighted, as opposed to patented. This may account for some of the
difference in licensing rates compared with other disciplines.
38Mowery (1998).
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engineers to spend time with start-up firms when they were already overworked and not
rewarded for some technology transfer activities.
Various mechanisms can be used to express technology transfer priorities. For instance,
universities may allow faculty time for consulting. On the other hand, statutory restrictions on
consulting at national laboratories may present a barrier to effective technology transfer.
“Entrepreneurial leave” was noted as an incentive offered by some institutions. Other forms of
incentives include percentage of royalties or licensing fees and the inclusion of technology
transfer as one component of the job description and in the personnel evaluation criteria.39

“The Valley of Death” (Between Research and Manufacturing)
Development can be the riskiest and most essential element in technology transfer. It is the
juncture where research ideas, perhaps matured to the proof-of-concept or prototype stage, meet
practical considerations (measured according to concepts such as defect levels and yields),
economic realities, and the vagaries of the marketplace. Several forum participants called this
divide “the valley of death.” Many laboratory inventions are far from the commercial stage,
even though they may appear to have great potential. Indeed, one forum participant noted that
researchers build prototypes in threes and fours, but that production level is a far cry from the
hundreds or thousands of copies of a product needed for a viable marketing effort. The chasm
between the immature state of the work emerging from the research laboratory and the level of
maturity needed to attract a large corporate transferee was identified by many forum participants
and survey respondents as the largest barrier to technology transfer.
Technologies can be considered either evolutionary, in that they build on what is already known
and used, or revolutionary, in that they represent great leaps forward. Generally, startup
companies are the only means of introducing revolutionary technologies, yet venture capital for
small to mid-size startups is becoming more difficult to attract.40 Here the valley of death is
particularly wide. Numerous approaches to bridge it are being tried, including alternative
funding for internal or external maturation or incubation of a research project and cooperative
development agreements. Business acumen is critical at this stage, along with the continuing
______________
39 The modification of job descriptions and performance criteria in the research organizations (universities and national
laboratories) needs to be carefully considered in the context of the organization’s primary mission. Technology transfer would be
only one of many criteria, and the job descriptions should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate the variety of roles that a
researcher/technologist may take on.
40Statements from survey respondents, PCAST Forum on Technology Transfer, Dec. 12, 2002, RAND, Arlington, Va.
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support of the transferring researcher to ensure that the technical know-how is effectively
transferred.

Categories of Best Practice
Sidebar D.1 illustrates some of the activities that can be used to enhance identification and
transfer of intellectual property, based on actions cited in the research literature. A broader
literature survey, supplemented by comments from forum participants, suggests ten categories of
best practices that can be considered for evaluation:
1. Ideas and mentors
2. Intellectual property awareness and capture
3. Institutional incentives and culture
4. Students
5. Intellectual property administration
6. Methods for assessing the value of research, including the management of the intellectual
property portfolio
7. Project incubation and maturation
8. Licensing intellectual property: culture, management and alignment
9. Marketing inventions, innovations and technologies
10. Education.
Appendix C presents a table of forum and survey participants’ comments related to these
categories and annotated with categorical references. This table can be gleaned for additional
candidate best practices.
Sidebar D.1: Candidate Activities for Improving Technology Transfer of Intellectual Property

Perceptions of Technology Transfer Forum participants:
•

Researchers can identify potential intellectual property. They should understand that the
term “intellectual property” has a broad scope, meaning that it can be interpreted as different
things under different statutes.

•

Some institutions actively pursuing technology transfer have tried to ensure that they capture
all the intellectual properties developed in their laboratories by maximizing invention
disclosures (and thus their inventory of licensable technologies) and by patenting as many
promising disclosures as budgets permit.
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•

Technology transfer networks or scouts, groups of trained researchers from within a
university, or technologists from industry may be given wide access to government
laboratory or university research facilities to identify technologies that may be of commercial
interest.

•

Students often serve as an effective means of technology transfer as they gain knowledge
through their research and are subsequently employed in the private sector. However,
conflicts of interest may arise among student, professor, and university goals. Explicit
policies sometimes address these concerns.

Evaluating the Evidence
A great deal of anecdotal evidence supports any given practice. But an essential step in any
assessment of a candidate “best practice” is to look at the body of supporting evidence in its
totality. The relevant model of technology transfer, the appropriate measures associated with it,
the data collected and reported in controlled situations, and the anecdotes are all components of
an argument in favor of the practice. These components can then be assessed to determine
whether they support the notion that a particular practice is effective. Critical questions include:
•

How well was the practice implemented? That is, what steps were followed, and were
they followed thoroughly and in the proper order?

•

What were the conditions before the practice was implemented? Could these conditions
affect the practice’s results?

•

Are there other activities or situations that could account for the results? That is, is the
practice the only reason that things turned out as they did?

•

Is the practice repeatable? Could the same thing have happened if different people
performed the practice, or if the practice were implemented a second time?

Further research is needed to examine the state of the art and the state of the practice of
technology transfer. A great deal has been learned, especially in the past 20 years. But a great
deal needs to be done before an activity can be declared a best practice.

Summary
Defining best practices depends on how technology transfer success is defined in particular
contexts. Current understanding of best practices is underdeveloped. Interesting observations
and anecdotes give some clues to what works well and can serve to stimulate discussion and
provide a basis for deliberations. However, a framework for comparison and more rigorous
research are needed to develop a sound approach to evaluating evidence on successful practices.
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Appendix E. On-Line Questionnaire on Technology
Transfer and Compilation of Responses
Technology Transfer of
Federally Funded Research
Questionnaire

Background
The Science and Technology Policy Institute at RAND (S&TPI) is collecting information
from individuals and organizations involved in technology transfer about experiences with
technology transfer, the identification of “best practices,” and the “barriers” to implementing
best practices. The results of this questionnaire will be summarized in an S&TPI document on
technology transfer for the use of the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and
Technology (PCAST) and others interested in the topic. Although we will be able to identify
your contributions through the registration process, your comments will not be attributed
without your approval. Moreover, we will use your contact information to send you a copy of
the results.
By technology transfer we mean any of the following activities:
1. Informal discussions of research results and techniques between individuals supported
by federal funds (transferors) and individuals working in the private sector
(transferees)
2. Formal dissemination of research results, for example, at conferences
3. Licensing of university and national laboratory patents to the private sector
4. Cooperative or collaborative research and development between a university or federal
laboratory and the private sector
a. Informal: work initiated out of mutual interest without generation of written
agreements
b. Formal: joint grants or agreements to perform collaborative work
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5. Startup of small company based on federally funded research
6. Technical assistance from transferors to the private sector
7. Personnel exchange or loan (professor or student on visit or temporary assignment to
company or company technologist on visit or temporary assignment to university)
8. Private-sector use of federally funded facilities
9. Formal exchange (written agreement, e.g., consultant) of nonpatented intellectual
property--techniques, skills, the “art” of the practice, computer code, etc.)

Instructions
This questionnaire should take about 5 to 10 minutes to complete. The format includes both
checkboxes and written responses. For the questions that require a written response, please
highlight the aspects that were most effective or useful to you (please include the context and
depth that you would find useful if provided by others).
You may answer this questionnaire on the bases of your personal involvement and experience
in your organization’s technology transfer or on the basis of the wider experience of your
whole organization.
If you have additional information that you would like us to consider, please forward it
electronically to ttsubmit@rand.org or send it to Tech Transfer Forum, S&TPI/RAND, 1200
South Hayes Street, Arlington, VA 22102.
A copy of the report will be posted on the S&TPI Web site.
Thank you for providing this information.

The Questionnaire
I. Demographics and role in technology transfer

A. What is your institutional affiliation? Please check all that apply:
U.S. university or college
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Federal laboratory (non-federally funded research and development center [FFRDC])
FFRDC
Large corporation
Small corporation
U.S. nonprofit (noneducational)
State or local government
Federal government (non-FFRDC)
Foreign government
Other (please specify):

B. What is your role in the technology transfer process? Please check all that apply:

University federally funded researcher, inventor, or research manager (transferor)
University technology transfer administrator for researcher or inventor
National laboratory researcher, inventor, or research manager (transferor)
National laboratory technology transfer administrator for researcher or inventor
Company technologist or technology manager (transferee)
Company technology transfer administrator
Company executive
Other (please specify):

C. With which types of technology transfer have you or your organization been
involved? Please check all that apply:
Informal discussions of research results and/or techniques between transferors and transferees
Formal dissemination of research results (e.g., conferences)
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Licensing of university or national laboratory patents to the private sector
Cooperative and/or collaborative R&D between a university or federal laboratory and the
private sector:
Informal: work initiated out of mutual interest without generation of written agreements
Formal: joint grants or agreements to perform collaborative work
Startup of small company based on federally funded research
Technical assistance from transferors to the private sector
Personnel exchange or loan (professor or student on visit or temporary assignment to
company or company technologist on visit or temporary assignment to university)
Private-sector use of federally funded facilities
Formal exchange (written agreement, e.g., consultant) of nonpatented intellectual property-techniques, skills, the "art" of the practice, computer code, etc.
Other (describe):
II. Experiences with technology transfer
A. Please describe your organization's primary methods or processes for facilitating
technology transfer (please identify the type of technology transfer involved using the list
provided above).
B. Describe the most serious barriers you've encountered (please identify the type of
technology transfer involved).

III. Incentives for supporting technology transfer
A. Does your organization offer monetary rewards for submission of patent claims or
granting of patents? Yes / No
How effective do you believe them to be?
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B. Does your organization provide recognition and/or rewards for time and effort spent on
technology transfer? Yes / No
How effective do you believe them to be?

C. What factors do you, as a transferor or transferee of technology, feel are important to
your individual willingness to contribute time and effort to technology transfer?

IV. Measuring the effectiveness of technology transfer
A. Are you aware of any metrics to assess the success or effectiveness of technology
transfer? Yes / No

If yes, please describe them:

B. What do you see as the major problems associated with measuring the success or
effectiveness of technology transfer?

V. What other approaches can we learn from?
A. What methods or processes (described above) do you consider particularly effective
for the transfer of technology (please identify the type of technology transfer involved)
and why?
B. Where else should we look for relevant best practices in the transfer of technology?
May we follow up with you if we have any questions? Yes / No
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The on-line technology transfer questionnaire described above allowed many individuals from
all organizations and roles to comment on many aspects of technology transfer. This portion of
this appendix summarizes comments on two of the more important issues—perspectives on
serious barriers to technology transfer and effective methods for technology transfer.
The comments are grouped by affiliation, i.e., college/university, federal laboratory/FFRDC,
large or small corporations, nonprofit organizations, and the U.S. government. The categories of
survey responses listed here are based on the responses to Table E.1.

Key to Categories of Survey Responses
a

Ideas and mentors

b

Intellectual property awareness and capturing
intellectual property

c

Institutional incentives and culture

d

Students

e

Intellectual property administration

f

Assessing the value of research and intellectual
property portfolio management

g

Project incubation/maturation

h

Licensing intellectual property--culture,
management, and alignment

i Marketing inventions, innovations, and technologies
j

Education
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Table E.1
Survey Responses by Category

Effective Methods

Serious Barriers

(Responses to question V(A) of survey)

(responses to question II(B) of survey)

Affiliation

Comments

Category

inventions/discoveries that have any

transfer office with highly competent

potential for commercialization require

staff that can effectively serve, assist,

development investments to reach

and educate the faculty and students to

marketable status. These pre-seed

facilitate the transfer of their ideas
from bench to market

funds are generally not available from
e

public or private sources.

Technology Transfer, which simply

creative and entrepreneurial faculty

lacks enough staff to find the

who are astute and willing to work
within the university guidelines.

g

Deficiencies in the Office of

A core group or critical mass of highly

!

Category

Early-stage university

User-friendly, efficient technology

College/University

Comments

appropriate industry contact that might
c, j

enable the transfer of technologies.

e, h

The lack of resources to invest in the
"development" of new discoveries.
Most university discoveries are very
early stage, and because of the
academic imperative to publish are
submitted as provisional patent
Exceptional negotiation skills within

applications at the very earliest point of

the technology transfer office to

discovery so that the faculty member

structure and conclude all business

can publish a paper disclosing the

deals.

invention. What we have found,
however, is that it is then quite difficult
to find funding to build a prototype and
provide a real proof of concept.
Universities do not have these kinds of
investment funds, and it seems that

!

e

many promising ideas probably die
because of this lack of resources.
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g

because of this lack of resources.

Naiveté and lack of knowledge of

A university President who is

university researchers in this field, yet

supportive of this effort and has a

many believe they "know it all" and are

clear understanding of what works and

not willing to devote the time to

what does not work within his
!

university.

become educated, while aspiring for
c

patents and spin-off companies.

b

Negotiating agreements with large
corporations interested in sponsoring
Intellectual property mapping to

research with modest funds and

assess opportunities.

expecting to own any and all
intellectual property in the field of

!

f

research.

h

For Biotech: Get a patentability
opinion to see what might dominate
the invention and whether it has a

Conflict issues are serious when an

good chance of being developed. We

inventor or entrepreneur, who is a

do NOT do freedom-to-operate

university faculty member, does not

assessments because we think that is

recognize or accept the boundaries

the duty of the licensee. The latter

between his spin-off company interests

could create some liability for the

and his university obligations.

university also if we were to use it as
an incentive for the company to
!

license a technology.

f, h

c

We use faculty advisory committee
made up of people who have some
knowledge of the tech transfer process

Identifying market opportunities

. . . this works for some institutions if

requires experienced personnel

the volume of disclosures to be
!

processed is manageable.

b, f

e, i
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(1) Success is enhanced if the inventor
is an effective champion and advocate
for the technology, i.e., articulate,
aggressive, receptive to contact from
companies, but not possessive.

University politics

(2) For early stage technologies, a
combination of licensing and
sponsored research is often critical to
!

the successful commercialization.

c, h, i

c
It's difficult to get firms to respond
unless we have a lead in contacting a

Institutional seed grants for new ideas

specific research scientist who knows

and incubators for development of

our faculty researcher. Even then, to

new ideas are very helpful.
!

get a response for the business
a, c

developer is sometimes not easy.

i

We want a way to find out the needs
that companies have (they sometimes

Having good university relationship

guard that information closely), then

with companies that may have an

see if our tech portfolio relates to that

interest in new and developing

need. Making the match between the

technologies.
!

ones who have technology versus those
e, h

who need it is a challenge.

i

Biotech is often very early stage, with
lots of development to be done before
!

it reaches commercial reality, hence it's
very difficult to place a value on it and

!

!

to do pre-market research.

f, g, i

Reach-through provisions in material
transfer agreements; assignment

!
!

requirements of intellectual property in
!

sponsored research agreements

e, h

Lack of adequate staffing resources to
provide the evaluation, assessment,
education and service necessary to
bridge the cultures of industry and

!

universities and make the case-specific
arrangements that are necessary to
achieve the desired results while

!

!

satisfying the mission and objectives of j
both sides.
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both sides.

The mixed signals coming from every
level of government about universityindustry relations. Is it good or bad? Is
it a conflict or is it necessary to transfer

!

results? Etc. The uncertainty of
individual administrators and faculty
leads to confusion, slow deal making,

!

!

and paralysis in some cases.

f, h, c

Slowness of negotiation MTA or other
!
!

agreements between University and
!

company.

e, h

Office is generally slow and does not
have a good understanding of the
!

science. Patenting issues are outsourced and several of the firms used

!

!

have not been particularly good.

e, h

Can't take equity in startups;
Federal
Laboratories/FFRD
C

researchers' ability to consult is

Licensing agreements…we are given

statutorily limited; researchers can't

the greatest flexibility in negotiating

take "entrepreneurial leave" to help a

terms and conditions of these

company get started in the

agreements.

commercialization of a technology
h

invented in the lab.

c

The MBA Intern program has been
effective in helping us to evaluate
technology for commercial potential.
It has also identified business talent

Requirement to advertise availability of

directly relevant to technology transfer

inventions for licensing for 90 days

programs such as entrepreneurial

hampers ability to move quickly.

development and training, business
planning, market assessments, and
business formation. The technology
!

commercialization executives working e, f, i
closely with the intellectual property
coordinators in the technical divisions
of the Laboratory have been effective
in stimulating and identifying new
intellectual property, which feeds all
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e

closely with the intellectual property
coordinators in the technical divisions
of the Laboratory have been effective
in stimulating and identifying new
intellectual property, which feeds all
our other technology transfer
processes.

Our Strategic Partnership Program has
been effective in identifying longterm, mutually beneficial partnerships
that stimulate repeat business for

insufficient resources directed at

technology transfer. Our Industrial

marketing of technologies to potential

Fellows Program sends Laboratory

partners

staff to strategic partner companies to
further develop these types of
!

relationships.

a

i

Our internal training programs in
intellectual property management,
entrepreneurships, and
commercialization have identified
many new internal clients and
technologies for us to transfer. The
new Technology Maturation Fund will
be very important in moving
technology development closer toward
commercial applications. Our

Lack of funding to bring conceptual

cooperation with the Los Alamos

technologies to working prototype

Research Park supports both our

stage

collaborative R&D goals with partners
as well as our new business start-up
objectives for the region. Finally we
have an external advisory board
composed of experts from academia,
industry, other federal labs, and
regional business development
organizations, that helps us develop
and implement our programs at the
!

Laboratory.

j, b
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g

We have had the most success with
our Work For Others program because
the partner provides all of the funding
to support the effort and licensing.

Uncooperative or unavailable inventors

There has not been any funding to
support technology transfer efforts
!

!

!

from the DOE in many years.

!

!

g

c
No management support for tech

!

transfer efforts

c

Cumbersome DOE requirements for
!

licensing agreements

e

Lack of department funding to pay for
technologies and to pay for

!
!

technologist’s time for participation in
!

tech transfer program

c

The real or apparent economic
!
!

!

!

!

downturn is discouraging companies

other

from investing in TT (technology

(econom

transfer) from national laboratories.

y)

DOE boilerplate TT agreements do not
!

allow sufficient room for negotiation. e
The biggest barrier to technology
commercialization is the lack of
funding to develop a raw invention for
commercial applications. Few DOE
programs have the mission requirement
to transfer technology beyond direct
mission applications to other

!

commercial applications. This leads to
many DOE-funded inventions being
stranded in an undeveloped and
immature state that does not attract
commercial interest. Industry asks for
further development and demonstration
to reduce the risk in unproven

!

!

technologies.
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g

Another major barrier we always face
is time to negotiate and execute
technology transfer agreements with
industry. Many of these agreements
must be approved by the DOE.
Delegation of approval to the

!

laboratory would speed time to
complete agreements. The "U.S.
Competitiveness Clause" in DOE
CRADAs needs to be reviewed in light
of the large number of multinational

!

!

businesses doing business in the U.S.

e, h

The technology is often too immature.
Large Corporations !

Its application and business value has
!

!

!

not been determined precisely enough. g, f
Disparity between legal representatives

!

on priorities

e, h

Moving technology from the

Small Corporations

university to the public space.

Usual barriers involve the university

Knowledgeable people at the

TT office. There is no consistent

university and public sector. One

process from one university to the

needs to understand the end use of the

another. Additionally, there are

technology (not to pursue something

universities on the West Coast who

just because it's new technology).

don't have qualified personnel running

There must be an end game, a product

their transfer office thus causing delays

which will either improve or assist the
end users.

and unnecessary paperwork.
f, h, i

e, h
Lack of organizational leadership and
support for doing tech transfer.

!

Problems with organizational culture
supporting tech transfer among

!

!

!

!

research faculty or staff.

c

Lack of understanding of the true value
!

of new inventions.

b

Lack of resources to support very
!
!

early-stage, high-risk, proof-of-concept
!

research on new inventions
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g

Conflicting attitudes and expectation of
the value of tech transfer on the part of
various stakeholders: Researchers,

!

Leaders of research organizations,
Economic development interests,

!

!

Federal research managers, Businesses. i, f
Informal and formal dissemination of
technology--communication of
technology (via papers, presentations)
not written or formatted by the
transferor in a way which is easily

!

understood and applied by the
transferee (e.g. an academic paper
which describes an interesting
technical development but not its

!

!

implications for practice).

b

Organizational Effectiveness:

US Nonprofit

partnering practices to build the will

Time required to initiate longer-term

of the partners to mutually drive

agreements. Funding directives from

success…and to weed out the likely

Congress truncating longer-term work

unsuccessful partnerships before

early.

wasting energy on them.

!

!

j, h

e, h
Unrealistic valuations of existing and

!

expected IP (intellectual property).

f

Cultural differences toward urgency
around milestones. Partnerships
!

mandated to carry social baggage
requiring burdensome reports and other

!

!

paperwork.

c

Lack of control over use of IP by
others which may lead to deep-pocket

!
!

liability by partners uninvolved with
!

the disputed application.

h

Identifying methodology to move from
informal to formal relationship with the

!
!

federal government in a
!

noncompetitive bid format.
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e, h

It seems to me that the people who are
developing technology come to
Washington to get support for R&D
and help in marketing new products.
There is no agency or group available
to serve as a clearinghouse for new
technology. Developers of technology

U.S. Government

don't know how to get funding pr how

Federal conflict of interest statues

to market their products and the

make it difficult for government

government agencies that need the

employee inventors to become

technology don't always know where

involved in commercialization of their

to go to get the products they need. It

inventions.

appears to me that there is a need for
someone to match up the providers of
technology with the users, the
companies looking for new products,
and venture capitalists who might be
interested in funding new
developments and products.

h, i

c

(1) Information Support System
supports researchers, patent advisors
and tech transfer marketing specialist;
(2) Transferring Technology for
Industry process described above is
labor-intensive, but it is a way of

Internal politics of the organizations

identifying as many potential solutions

affected every project.

as possible. It gives the industry the
opportunity to review the potential
solutions and select the most
appropriate technology based on the
!

requirements.

i

c
Economics--the industry's bottom line. f,
The technology could improve the
farmers' income or be more

!

environmentally friendly, but if it
didn't improve the bottom line for the
manufacturer, the technology didn't get

!

transferred and commercialized.

!
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*New
(Monetar
y value
versus
social
benefit)

As part of its effort to identify barriers
to tech transfer, the FLC prepared and
submitted an issue paper to the White
House OSTP regarding the need to
reform the federal innovation system
and provide the necessary authority
for mission-oriented federal labs to be
able to work with the network of
university-based Rehabilitation
Engineering Research Centers, which
develop assistive technologies for the
elderly and persons with disabilities.
Other

We also utilize the services of the

Raising money to fund startup

FLC National Advisory Council

companies based on university or lab

(NAC), a committee composed of

technology.

diverse groups of professional
individuals from industry, academia,
government, and national
associations...that facilitate the
utilization of technologies developed
at federal labs by suggesting methods
and practices that accelerate the
transfer of knowledge. They are also
involved in developing and
implementing our Strategic Plan, as
well as recommending changes and
improvements.

e, h, i

f, g

The use of Memorandums of
Agreements (MOAs) are many times
more effective technology transfer
instruments that CRADAs. Mutual

Cost of U.S. Patent filing and

exchange of

inadequate budgets.

data/information/technology can be
more easily accomplished through the
!

use of MOAs.

h

f

Alliances and CRADAs work when
they are properly negotiated and
administered. They could be made

Support and participation by academics

more effective if they were used to

in invention disclosure.

spin out companies, involving lab
!

employees from the Lab.

f, h

b, c
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The most serious barriers to
Public databases are probably the best

government technology transfer is the

example. Genbank and its associated

withholding of the best terms available

search tools have a value to the

to a licensee, notably the commercial

scientific community that is

exceptions clause that assures that a

immeasurable and would be

licensee's investment will not be

impossible to do without. Perhaps

jeopardized by having to grant access

creation of public storage and

to its background patents to a potential

dissemination facilities for reagents,

competitor. Many negotiations have

tools, techniques, patients, etc., would

been turned sour when this provision is

be established. In this case, an

introduced late after much anxiety on

investigator with a unique material

the part of the licensee. Since it is an

could simply supply this to a central

inevitable concession, it should be

repository and public access would be

formalized and offered as part of the

assured with no additional burden on

licensing package in the standard

the investigator.
!

language up front. I believe this will
a, c

minimize the time in negotiations, too. h
The PRIMARY barrier to effectiveness
has been internal political resistance

!
!

due to turf battles and perceived threats
!

to established spheres of influence.

e, f, h

As a requestor, the most common
barrier I have experienced is ignoring
of requests by other scientists, followed
by requirements for completion of
MTAs that cannot be approved by our
institution due to restrictions.
Moreover, many of these MTAs cause
problems with other reagents already in
the lab from other investigators having
!

their own MTAs so that "third party"
agreements have to be negotiated that a
take months or years to complete. As a (transfer
supplier, the survey process before an of

!

!
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MTA is issued is often more trouble

material

than its worth so I often just send the

between

requested materials and ask the

labs to

recipient not to send it to anyone else

foster

without permission. This usually

academic

works just fine.

research)

Appendix F. Excerpted Comments from the December 12,
2002, Forum
During the December 12, 2002, PCAST Technology Transfer Forum, the afternoon portion of
the agenda was reserved for open public comments and an open discussion. This allowed
attendees the opportunity to raise issues on any aspect of technology transfer. A recording of the
sessions allowed a transcript to be made. This appendix presents excerpted comments from the
afternoon open sessions. They are grouped by general category (i.e., Serious Barriers; Effective
Methods; Primary Methods; Metrics; and Other), and are then further grouped by general
affiliation (i.e., Universities, Large Corporations, U.S. Government, etc.). Because some entries
apply to more than one category, they may appear more than once.

Serious Barriers to Technology Transfer: Concerns, Suggestions, and
Recommendations
Colleges/Universities
ß What we are finding nowadays is that when we are starting with radically new technology, not
improvements to known ways of doing things, that the most common method nowadays is a
start-up founded by the inventor, sure, and often a graduate student, being the very best form of
technology transfer. But then what happens? And this is happening in biotechnology, nano
technology, you name it. Then the little company steps up the technology, starts to identify the
killer applications, and forms the strategic alliances with the large companies. And this process
has been really growing in the last eight or nine years. The large companies having a reluctance
to take a great risk that will be very long-term, because of the Stock Market. The risk is being
taken by the high-risk venture capital. And then small companies are becoming the bridge to the
large company. And I don't think anybody has been studying that much into the new form of the
transfer that I think is becoming critical in the really cutting-edge technologies.
ß But when I talk about technology transfer, licensing out start-ups, you can't license paper for
early stage technologies. The inventors must be involved to sell the vision. The problem, and I
don't have an easy answer with the federal labs is that people do not have consulting rights.
ß There was a conflict in the minds of the senior management of the GOCO [federal laboratory]
whether they wanted to encourage technology transfer towards the national effort of encouraging
technology transfer, or whether they were scared to death, because a successful start-up drained
some of their best, brightest, youngest, most innovative people out of the labs. It's a dreadful
trade-off for the manager of a high tech laboratory. The universities solved it by -- not solved it,
but at least partially solved it, first of all, because they have the consulting privileges, which I
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don't think is a possible solution. And so it can be a continuing involvement between the
inventor and the technology transfer. And second, universities solved it by leaves of absence.
So I would encourage this [for federal laboratories].
ß We need a national dialog on role definition.
ß It is true that the significance of background inventions, and the blocking effect that they might
have on more recent collaborations, have been recognized as a problem that was not on our
screen maybe five years ago.
ß The high cost of licensing university technologies.
ß So even within the universities, the different objectives have different importance across
different groups. Secondly, it's the case that very few technologies, and even fewer universities,
make a lot of money. Most technologies earn small, read zero, license income. If you really
consider license income as the primary motivation for universities in technology transfer, then if
you look at the Association of University Technology Managers (AUTM) data, you can easily
make the case that most of these guys ought to shut down their offices. They simply are losing
money. That does mean this is not something they ought to be engaged in. If profits were the
only thing, they ought to shut down.
ß It depends on having a technology transfer office that can rapidly respond if it wants to file or
not. We, as a matter of policy, will not ask our faculty, particularly our graduate students, who
need it for their careers, to delay publication.
ß That means if they come to us, we have to make the decision very fast. You are not going to
be able to do a full market survey to justify it. This is where one change in patent law, the
provisional filings, could have an effect. Because if it were somewhat less expensive to say,
okay, we're going to do it.
ß We were talking about incentives to get inventors, scientists at the federal labs involved in the
technology transfer process. There is no corresponding system [to universities] within the
government and federal laboratory system, which is likely to take the. . .one day a week that
faculty at the universities enjoy. And without it, it is a frustrating exercise at the federal labs,
because there is no incentive for the scientists to get involved in the same way.
ß In the university environment, we are under conflict of interest requirements to prove that there
is no distortion of the scientific data, because some faculty member may have industry
connections, and may use those as an incentive to maybe skew what he or she is providing under
federal funding.
ß I have had the opportunity to work for a world intellectual property organization, and they are
making many initiatives to try to streamline everything from harmonization issues, to the
electronic filing, to getting rid of the translations. And we sometimes tend to be the slow party in
terms of supporting those initiatives. And I think it's important to reduce those costs and those
barriers, so we can have broader coverage, and more cost-effective coverage.
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Federal Laboratories
ß I think there is a culture by the inventors or the developers as well, in addition to the
timeframe, that makes a difference between those groups in how they participate in the
technology transfer process. And the individual who is trying to be a facilitator for a lot of
people, the ability of the inventor or the generator to help is really critical.
ß The federal labs may look at technology transfer as a two-way street. They are looking for
benefit of technology coming back to the labs as well. But about the last 12, 14 years the
Defense Department particularly has been trying to emphasize the ability to transfer commercial
technologies into the defense lab system, because they feel that they don't necessarily have the
human technology capability or the fiscal resources to build everything on their dollars.
ß One of the things that oftentimes causes stumbling is around intellectual property…it can't just
be given away for free. If you give it away for free, and give it to everybody, then it becomes of
no advantage to anyone. And usually it will just be left on the table. … you need to actually have
somebody who is going to, through some licensing or ownership process, have some form of
privileged position, or they won't invest the dollars that it takes to take earlier-stage research and
put it through the development cycle, and bring it to the marketplace to do that.
ß Indemnity has been another thing that people have stumbled over in the past. … there is a lot of
confusion over exactly what indemnity means, and who gets indemnified for what. And in most
cases, the lawyers eventually sort that out on the two sides, but it is something that causes some
difficulty.
ß Time is another problem that we have for a number of different reasons. One is all the
different stages that you have to go through, various approvals. It takes time. There is a time
factor that is tied up with the anti-competition and fairness of opportunity clauses.
ß In the private sector they are not used to prepaying for work…. the pre-funding requirement
always requires some dancing and footwork to try to make it as palatable as [possible].
ß Maybe what the nation needs to consider in those orphan industries where there is public good
to be served is some form of public-private partnership that will fill that development funding
gap, that the venture capital community probably wouldn't step into, because they don't how to
reach the very small, segmented markets for some of these kinds of technologies.
ß In fact, what throttles even consulting at these laboratories is notions of conflict of interest.
And the reason is that people can't own equity; even though our laboratory owns equity in
companies, individuals do not, nor can they.
ßAn individual, an employee of the laboratory, supposedly has the principal allegiance to that
laboratory and to the U.S. government through that lab. But they are now under the position of
holding equity in a company. And the fear is that now when this person makes a decision about
where they are going to file IP, or how they might do something, they will do it in a way that will
favor their own personal interest in that private company, drive up the value of the stock, if you
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will, and do that to the detriment of the United States government. That's ultimately what's the
core of the fear.
ßThe labs have difficulty sometimes understanding the needs for technology from non-traditional
sources. For example, the agriculture labs have worked for decades in biotechnology. That we
are just now starting to understand the potential of biosensors for us in agricultural applications.
ßIndustry doesn't know how to reach into the federal lab system. We hear this continuously in
the context that a lab is not just research and development, it's not the results of research and
development, it's also the people. It's the facilities. It's the equipment.
ßThere was a comment made about perhaps the labs or the universities are generating capital to
go back into the laboratory from the royalties. And I wanted to point out -- and that is maybe
one of the reasons why it is harder, or they don't want to work with industry.
But in reality it is very clear in the law what those royalty payments are used for, and how it can
be used. So industry does not need to be concerned that it is generating royalties back into a
laboratory. It's very clear how those funds can be utilized.
Large Corporations
ß We are very interested in technology transfer from universities or national labs, but we are a
relatively small player in that we belong to the Industrial Research Institute. Many companies
are relatively small players. And the reason is technology transfer from national labs or
universities to industry is not always easy. And we do initiate lots of discussions, and lots of
those are non-starters. And those are related to requirements in agreements. Those are related to
IT rights or licensing terms, royalty sharing, exclusivity, indemnity -- that's a big thing -- and
speed to reach an agreement, and then a different interpretation by labs. Why do they want to
transfer technology to industry? Those are things that we have problems with.
ß Is the objective generating cash flow to universities or national labs? If that's the objective of
federal research and development, I think that's not the right thing to do.
ß We need to do more to educate the public, especially patients and consumers about the benefits
of technology transfer…. through congressional oversight, we must also educate policymakers in
both the executive and the legislative branches. Metrics are an important part of this process.
ß I think it is a mistake to think that all industry loves the inventor [a lot]. Because in our
company, we are a big company, but we reward inventors with hundreds of dollars. It's not
thousands or millions of dollars, even an invention that makes millions and millions of dollars.
Small Corporations
ß What happened to us, and which I think will kind of discourage other venture capitalists was
really a timing issue. We went in, and from first meeting in introducing the idea and the team
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and hiring a CEO who was formerly a director at NASA, we had a series of meetings and
submeetings, and we worked our way down from the director of the lab, all the way down to the
people who really are the founders of the technology.
And unfortunately for us, that process took about six and a half months. And I think we heard
today some comments on the venture capital industry, and successful commercialization is really
about timing. And so what we found in going through all the machinations and the submissions
of paperwork and the series of meetings, was that this company, One company essentially
missed the market opportunity to develop and commercialize some otherwise fantastic
technology due the bureaucracy involved in the commercialization process -- putting together a
CRADA agreement.
ß We really didn't see that culture at the lowest levels. We got all green lights at the top levels, at
the lab director levels. But when it comes down to working with the individual project
managers, at the end of the day it was more work for them. They didn't see the incentive in
terms of career advancement or monetary gain, as you might see dealing with a commercial
partner.
And we were asking them for extra time, working after hours, this sort of thing, to accomplish a
commercial goal, which might be legislated, but really had kind of a negative impact on their day
to day life.
U.S. Nonprofits
ß Without an unexclusive license, which in essence provides freedom to use and practice the
resulting research, companies would be unwilling to sponsor university research with private
dollars.
ß The position that a lot of companies take is that it's unfair to have to pay once for the research,
and then all the sudden have to come back and pay a second time for an invention that wouldn't
have been created but for the private dollars that went to that research. You know, I think a
research sponsor expects to be able to use the research that they pay for, and this appears to us to
be a normal market expectation.
ß The interest of private industry sponsors who support university research, and letting them
utilize commercialized research results should be protected, again, or else there will be no
incentive for the private sector to continue sponsoring university research.
ß Bayh-Dole is sometimes being applied unreasonably in situations in which there is little or no
federal sponsorship of university research. And even in cases where the government provides
most of the funding, industry sponsors by virtue of paying at least part of the research, have
some interest and some rights in the results. And we basically are of the opinion that
implementations of Bayh-Dole--that may prevent industry sponsors from securing non-exclusive,
royalty-free access to IP--that very research they sponsor will deny industrial sponsors access to
what they believe they paid for, and will lead to more conflict between universities and industry.
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ß Bayh-Dole should be applied in cases where the federal government is the sole research
sponsor. That's the case for which Bayh-Dole was crafted. When the government is less than
the sole research sponsor, then we believe there may be a need for some other means, as far as
protecting the interests of private sponsors.
ß Negotiation delays or those start-up delays in getting a contract in place can be very significant
as far as a disadvantage to time to market. And that can make or break a product.
U.S. Government
ß In short, it is clear that the wealth of nations is changing. While prior centuries were
dominated by nations with superior industrial or agricultural capabilities, the Information Age is
going to reward new competencies and strengths. Innovative capacity is now clearly the key
driver of future national prosperity.
ß First, we believe we need to better understand the unprecedented global competition for
research and innovators. A lot has changed since 1980, not just universities and labs and others
better understanding Bayh-Dole. The Cold War is over, and a lot of the global realities and
opportunities for business have changed. American innovators are moving cutting-edge research
offshore to foreign labs and universities that offer newer facilities, lower costs, highly talented
people, and/or simpler and more favorable intellectual property arrangements.
ß One of our problems is that we are not really able to cogently explain what we do.
ß I would urge you to make important discriminating points between agencies, type of funding,
type of subject matter. I think it's a giant mistake to have a report about technology transfer that
compares and pushes together NIH and federal labs. They are different. You should just deal
with them as different subjects, and have different recommendations for each one.
ß Complexity is the enemy of execution. To the extent that you have problems in the
implementation of technology transfer, most of them are either a function of misalignment
between agency mission, or people who don't understand what they are doing, because the laws
and regulations are too complicated. One solution to that is to try and align agency missions and
management accountability around technology transfer, and have metrics that apply to individual
senior managers, including cabinet secretaries. They tend not to be around very long, but at least
they are senior managers.
ß The biggest challenge of the federal government today is how do you do technology transfer in
a new cabinet level department? Stated another way, what kind of biodefense industry or
counterterrorism measure industry do we want or deserve in the United States?
No one has asked or effectively answered that question.
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We determine whether to seek intellectual property protection on basically five criteria. And
these include first of all, the scope of the invention and the market size. And again, in
agriculture we are dealing with a lot of small, narrow-margin operations.
The degree of commercial interest is the second criterion. The degree of additional research and
development that is necessary to commercialize this technology. Enforceability of the idea. Is
this a process that no one is going to be able to determine whether or not you have used this
technology?
And the final criterion that we deem to be probably the most important, and that is whether
intellectual property protection is necessary to transfer the technology. If it isn't, we're not going
to waste our time with it. We are going to make the public release.
ß Venture capital has seemed to have dried up. We do preferentially license to small businesses.
They are risk takers. They need that capital influx typically to move things forward. And that
has had an impact this past year.
ß Lack of a profitable market. We have some terrific solutions to some of the environmental
pollution or environmental remediation problems of this century. We researched these for public
good. But in the absence of mandatory compliance, there is no marketplace to profitably apply
the technologies.
ß Lack of authority to protect, and therefore to manage distribution. The issue is software, and
the fact that we are prohibited from copyrighting and licensing federally developed software…
Patents aren't appropriate, because they are too costly, and they are 20 years of exclusivity that
really exceeds the useful life of rapidly evolving software technology. Yet, without our ability to
copyright and license to provide IP protection and exclusivity, companies can't afford to develop
and refine the software with the assistance of federal scientists.
Unknown Affiliation
ß Regarding the start-up phenomenon, and how we see that being the initial vehicle for
commercialization of new technology, particularly disruptive or revolutionary technologies. And
what we basically see . . . the reason for that is larger companies have a threshold regarding the
"make" versus "buy" equation. A lot of times they can't justify the investment it requires to
commercialize relatively immature technologies. So they will wait for a start-up company to get
the technology to a certain point, and then they will either merge or have a business alliance or
develop a relationship, or in some cases, buy the product. So you see that as an incubator-type
period for a lot of these technologies. That is generally for revolutionary-type technologies that
are not as mature.
You also see another mode where you have more applied research that generally has more
industry involvement such as improvements on existing technologies, or extending current
technologies to their ultimate limit. And in that particular role, you see a lot more direct
commercialization through some of the larger companies, because the research is more applied to
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their interests, and they can actually justify making the smaller business investment, and
commercialize those companies directly.
So I just would like to point out that it's a complex landscape, and there is more than one mode
out there as far as how technology gets commercialized.
ß University research is cheap. Firms do not pay full overhead costs. So even when they come
back and pay a second time, I think in many cases that's risk shared. They don't pay until it gets
to a certain point.
The second reason to go to universities, and it was raised here, is that university professors often
have very specialized knowledge, which is not internal to the firm. So they can't get it
somewhere else…. one of the hardest things firms have to deal with in dealing with universities
is understanding university culture. And that is one of the real danger signals.
If a firm goes in not understanding the way a university operates, in part this notion of
dissemination of knowledge, and the fact that the goals within universities are not simply profits.
They are multifaceted. There are many, many goals. If they don't understand that, that is a
recipe for disaster in a licensing session.
ß It suggests some alignment questions. In the private sector, if you are in a business
development context, and your CEO says you're supposed to obtain $50 million for out-licensing
a portfolio of products, that's your business goal. There are very few people in the federal
government who have a similar mission or management objective.
ß Licensing, or having intellectual property to license is going to vary from industry to industry.
So if you just look at the life science industry, the pharmaceutical industry this year will spend
$31 billion on research and development. That's a lot of money.
They can't develop all those products, so they have to have an aggressive licensing platform.
The impediments are not so much having great technology. It's having money that [will make
you] willing to take the risk on the development part of it, because it costs $80 million on
average to create a new pharmaceutical product. It is very risky, very expensive, and very few
people have the opportunity to do that.
So there is this kind of reverse thing going on, which is small biotechnology companies who
might want to out-license their product, put them together, and develop something. They can
probably take the roll of the dice once, develop a product, and then try and license it back.
ß Inventions are all different. They vary individually within a technology area. They vary across
technology areas. And it really depends on a number of factors. Those are a couple. In
addition, it is a function of how broad a particular patentable invention is that arises in a
particular situation.
ß Education is so important, to train our scientists and our managers not to disclose this stuff
incidentally. It can kill the rights and totally torpedo commercialization.
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ß A bill was introduced earlier this year, or maybe it was last year in the Senate. It was to fund
SBIR companies to file foreign patent applications. In other words, the cost of the foreign patent
applications was seen as a policy issue affecting small companies disproportionately.
And the way it was going to be set up is a fund that the Small Business Administration was
going to be accountable for, a revolving fund. That companies could apply for a one-time grant
for funds to file their foreign patent applications.
ß There is another type of conflict of interest. It's organizational conflict of interest, which I
would also like to put on the table for you to consider, especially in the context of the need to
work rapidly with companies to commercialize and implement results in homeland security
programs.
ß We really need to be looking at this in an international context, because universities, as well as
industry, as you pointed out, are really in an international market. And sometimes we are
looking at our laws and policies as though we have just a unified domestic market.
ß Again, coming as an investor and a developer of a technology, we need a market space. Our
contemporaries in Europe, they are learning from our mistakes. They are learning from the
roadblocks and hurdles that have been put in place in front of the investor or the entrepreneur.
ß The original language that was in place, which was interpreted very rigorously in its early days,
said that unless the product was substantially manufactured in the U.S., it wouldn't be a deal. If
it was a foreign company, it wouldn't be a deal.
And what has happened over time is that position has been interpreted a little bit more liberally
as to what substantially manufacturing means. And there have been a few cases where they said,
okay, it's very obviously a foreign-owned company, a Siemens, that if they are going to make it
in the U.S., at least for the first five years or so, it is okay.
But there are still lots of barriers in place for the laboratories to partner with the company when
there is some ambiguity over where it's going to be made, and what the ownership of the
company is.

Effective Methods
Colleges/Universities
ß And though people may not always see eye to eye on all matters, I think overall this Bayh-Dole
and Stevenson-Wydler framework has been tremendously successful.
ß Bayh-Dole is working. The statistics all show it.
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ß Another player is the interaction between the community that learns as a whole how to do
entrepreneurial activities and technology transfer, and the sources, the universities, federal labs,
etc. That is a long process, but it should not be discounted.
ß In the UK … they bring their companies within the university, and incubate them within [the
university], write the business plans, let them use the labs, even put money in them.
ß Once you have worked it through, it is very easy the second and third time. …It is a learning
curve on the part of individual companies as they learn to work with universities, and why they
are different than industry. But . . . intelligently crafted agreements can satisfy both sides.
ß Most of these faculty, or a lot of them, want to go back to the lab and work on something else.
So, one of the things that we found is important to get them to cooperate is the possibility of
royalty income, some kind of contingent payments, that they are only going to get these funds if
it's successful.
ß Your objective here was best practices within the technology transfer community. One of the
things we are seeing in intellectual property management is this idea of mapping, intellectual
property mapping, as well as ideation techniques, and those kind of things.
Federal Laboratories
ß If you take a look at the vehicles that the laboratories have at their disposal, it goes all the way
from truly partnering with other groups in terms of how you work, CRADAs being the most
common one… More recently, there has been greater interest in so-called work for others
agreements… They are a little bit easier I think, for most industries' perspective as an agreement
to execute, than a CRADA. And the differences between them are actually rather minor, but
those continue to be relatively popular vehicles.
ß We came up with a clever idea a few years, and approached the legislature about rebating part
of our state tax back, and earmarking those dollars for partnering with small companies that
needed help. And that has been a marvelously successful program, and it looks like it is
probably due to grow in the future.
Licensing has become very popular recently. There have been something on the order of 700
licenses that have been written. There was a difference in terms of how these are done, and this
will resonant with a comment some of the other folks have made earlier. Some licenses go to
very large companies. Those are relatively straightforward, and they tend to be incremental
kinds of technologies… The more revolutionary things, the disruptive technologies typically go
to spin out companies.
ß A handful of years ago a very popular tool in the private sector was so-called technology
mining, where they would look for IP that wasn't core to their business, and say, well, there's a
way to monetize it.
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And although it might be useful for building satellites for the Air Force, we can also build
something to control traffic flow or whatever. And they would spin it out, and they would try to
monetize that IP.
They still do that on occasion, but there has been a real shift toward another term that Lockheed
Martin uses. It's enterprise venturing -- mission-centered venturing is the term that they use.
And the idea there is actually more like what a lab like a Los Alamos or a Sandia would do,
where you actually try to commercialize IP in a way that it allows you to mature technology back
to the benefit of the core mission of that company.
U.S. Government
ß Protecting IP is essential to achieve technology transfer when one of two things occurs.
First of all, if there remains an expensive development step and/or a requirement for regulatory
approval, and that is often the case in the transgenic plant technology, new pesticide, animal
disease vaccine. And the private sector licensee has to be able to recover the cost of the
development.
And secondly, if it is a niche market, and the economics of development require that only one or
a few companies might participate in that market in order to recover the cost of development.
Those are the conditions that we will typically use to identify IP to be protected.
ß There are really two key components to the success in this area [CRADAs]. The first is that
we have technology transfer coordinators. These are eight individuals, typically senior scientists
who have a lot of experience… They are geographically dispersed… And in essence, these are
field intelligence officers. And on a daily basis, they are the ones that are interacting with the
federal scientists, with the customers and the stakeholders, with the private sector, and with the
industries, and also with the universities. They are the ones that help the scientists identify the
appropriate partnerships, and they negotiate the CRADAs.
Unknown Affiliation
ß There is this conflict of interest statute, and it's something we have that you people in most
universities and industry don't have, because we are blessed with inspectors general (IGs). And
the IGs whole job is go around looking for somebody to put in jail. And frankly, inventors
making money off of their inventions are very good targets, and they know this, and it has
happened to people. And those stories get out and spread, and that puts a chill on things like you
never saw.
So if you want to find a problem somewhere, it's in the philosophy of being a public servant in
the first place, and what that means as far as serving the public, as opposed to even in state
universities now. How they aren't violating state conflict of interest laws, I have never been able
to figure out.
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ß One of the attractions for our inventors to participate in commercialization of technologies
through the start-up company is the opportunity to participate in the wealth creation of the
company by being paid … in equity. And I don't know that that exists at the GOGOs.
ß If you look at it as a process from idea through commercial product, the more continuity you
can build between the stages in the process, the more successful you can be. And so the ultimate
deliverer of that technology needs to be involved in the program design to avoid these
disconnects.
ß I just recently learned that Canada, in their whole national research structure, they are
encouraging all of their researchers to even go out and to create spin-off companies by training
them in business, and giving them leave of absence for a couple of years, with the idea that they
can come back if it is not successful. Because most companies aren't successful.

Primary Methods
Federal Laboratories
ß The royalty dollars that come back into the laboratory … But the use of those funds is to
reinvest in research back in the laboratory. . . . We earmark them inside of the laboratory, toward
technologies that we think we can use to partner with industry to bring in the next generation of
technology into the marketplace.
ß There are sometimes things we just turn loose, period. The times when you don't just turn it
loose, period, is where no one will pursue it. It is just turned loose in the open market, because
no one would be willing to put in the funds to take it to the next step, because they don't get a
competitive advantage over it. So all of those things happen depending on what the technology
is, and what's it going to take to make it mature.
ß We do have an entrepreneurial leave of absence program, where we try to make it possible for
our scientists to move out with the technology, an effective way of transferring that technology,
and reducing the risk of commercialization.
ß We provide training tools and education courses on technology transfer. Included in these are
explanations of how the federal labs can do technology transfer through use of various
mechanisms. And also training about market assessment, the role of state and local
organizations in economic development, and the role of venture capital.
ß We provide the commercialization assistance, a mentoring program to smaller labs…. A lot of
the smaller labs do not have the resources necessary, and we wanted to be able to supply that for
them if they needed it, and requested it.
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U.S. Government
ß We determine whether to seek intellectual property protection on basically five criteria. And
these include, first of all, the scope of the invention and the market size. And again, in
agriculture we are dealing with a lot of small, narrow-margin operations.
The degree of commercial interest is the second criterion. The degree of additional research and
development that is necessary to commercialize this technology. Enforceability of the idea. Is
this a process that no one is going to be able to determine whether or not you have used this
technology?
And the final criterion that we deem to be probably the most important, and that is whether
intellectual property protection is necessary to transfer the technology. If it isn't, we're not going
to waste our time with it. We are going to make the public release.
ß There are other circumstances where we want some exclusivity, but by field of use. When
we've got a technology … we need the flexibility sometimes to be able to give it broadly, and
other times to restrict it by field of use, because there are still some developmental costs
associated with that. But in many of the cases, if there is not a big cost to get it started, and not a
big investment, that's oftentimes in agricultural endeavors, we want to get it as broadly available
as possible, so that the taxpayers, who paid the bill for this, reap the greatest benefit.
ß We prohibit, or I should say we discourage, the use of patent licensing procedures of patenting
products that inhibit and deter the research enterprise. So as long as a recipient of funding is
using a patented technology and a material for the purposes of not only commercialization, but
also getting the product to other researchers, when that is appropriate, we do not discourage that
kind of activity.
Unknown Affiliation
ß From our standpoint we are going to go where the technology is. If we can't get it here in
America, we're going across the pond.

Metrics
Colleges/Universities
ß Do we have insight into how much institutional and university funding goes into that research
effort along with the federal funds through cost sharing or direct costs? Do we have any
measures of what contribution the institutions themselves might be making to the technology
transfer or the discovery of new technology?
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ß The most commonly used metrics apply to the end product. And that has been demonstrated
successfully by the Association of University Technology Managers (AUTM) what those end
products are. They are disclosures, new patents issues, new licenses and options grants, and
start-up companies formed.
But I propose that the metrics for end products do not tell the whole story. You have to look at
the precondition what would generate successful technology transfer. And among those are
existing and increasing monetary support for research and development, a solid government
patent policy, viable university technology transfer policies, an educated faculty that is aware
and interested in technology transfer, availability of discretionary funds for those faculty to
protect their intellectual property, and finally, the continued involvement of the inventor in the
technology transfer process.
Now, it would also be a mistake to use metrics that only consider applied research, because
although basic research does not directly lead to inventions, it has a tremendous multiplier effect,
which provides the necessarily stimulus for further development and technology transfer.
ß To be complete, metrics must also look at the goals the government has established for the
outcomes of the programs it funds.
ß When you look at the AUTM data, don't look at averages, look at the distribution across
universities. You get a very, very different picture of what is going on. Unfortunately, averages
are what people quote, not distribution.
Federal Laboratories
ß The important metric … is how these partnerships benefit our primary mission. It is not just
about generating dollars per se. It's about how do these things that not only help industry, [but
also] help the local economy.
Large Corporations
ß Once we reach an agreement working with universities or national labs, usually those come out
very good. So if you just measure the example of technology transfer, those are already
negotiated, then I think the result, if you measure the result, it will be very successful. But I
think we have to think about those that are non-starters. And as a technology transfer manager,
we have to increase the number of opportunities, and decrease the number of non-starters.
ß We must establish an end-user metric, the ultimate test, and indeed the challenge of all public
policy, as well as the patient or consumer or student or citizen who benefits from the system.
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U.S. Government
ß The CRADA bubble of the 1990s demonstrated the mistake of treating all technology transfer
efforts as one in the same, as too many folks pursued CRADAs not because they were the right
technology transfer tool, but because headquarters or OMB was counting the quantity, the total
number of CRADAs.
We've got to measure what we value, and not value what we measure. This is particularly true,
because much significant technology transfer occurs among people, when graduate students take
their knowledge to industry, or guest researchers work with federal lab scientists. Such
exchanges of knowledge and know-how are almost certainly technology transfer, but they are
kind of tough to quantify.
ß I think metrics are critical, but also one needs to use them carefully. And the intermediary
metrics, as people have said, are useful, but are only part of the picture. One has to look at the
number of patents, the number of licenses, and the perspective of the end result. And so we are
trying more and more to look at, not hide, the metrics into better intermediary, but look at them
more in the context of the end result. That is, what's improving? In our case, public health.
What is getting on the market? What have we licensed? What can develop in clinical trials, and
come to the marketplace that will ultimately benefit public health? In the case of
pharmaceuticals and biotechnology products that require regulatory approval, of course that's a
long process. And so the metrics of how many products are on the market today is only a
measure of things that occurred many years ago. So as you know, it's a long process. It's not
like making a widget or an engineering area in which there isn't less or no regulatory approval
required. So I would favor metrics that do look particularly at the end product, and not focus
entirely on a midstream number, like number of patents, number of licenses per se.
ß Why the focus on the 30 percent of the federal budget that seems ripe for technology transfer.
What is the significance of that? The other 70 percent is not ripe?

General Topics
Colleges/Universities
ß The vast majority of biology-related, molecular biology-related [research], from which the true
biotechnology, as opposed to medical device technology transfer comes, is about as basic as you
can get.
ß If you look at what comes out of universities, about three-quarters of it is very, very basic
research. One of the issues as an academic that I'm concerned about, your linear model may well
fit federal labs, but the feedback loops, and the effects from the technology transfer and the
industries back to the researchers is a very critical issue.
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ß [The] definition of technology transfer … that was a process of transferring a technology for a
purpose that it was not originally intended …applies perfectly to university inventions. Most
inventions coming out of universities, came out of faculty research, where the faculty member
was not at all interested in the end product. It's really curiosity or funding-driven research.
Large Corporations
ß Our ultimate goal for federally funded research is to help U.S. industry compete globally, not
just a large company, or not just a small company.
U.S. Nonprofits
ß Many of the biotechnology start-ups are actually done by the inventor, and they spin out their
own companies. They already have the knowledge. The often have the intellectual property
rights.
U.S Government
ß I think from my experience, which includes a lot of technology agencies, the technology
transfer has not really focused on applied versus basic research. If you look at the blockbusters,
you will probably see most of them come from basic research. I think the point that has been
made already is that those distinctions are really hard to make.
Unknown Affiliation
ß Biotechnology might be different, and someone else can comment on that, but certainly in the
engineering/physics kinds of things, most of what happens in industry is development. It is not
applied research, never mind basic research.
And so just looking at the raw dollars and saying, well, industry is going to save our bacon is the
wrong answer. It's not.
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